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Adams Express Company Claims It
Lost Only $300 in Pennsylvania

Governor Carry Investigates
Conditions Around
Stanley.

Oil

POLE

MISSION

to Demark.

Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 1. In a statement issued here today by an agent
of the Adams Express Company, it
is claimed that the loss to the com
pany as the result of the train hold-uat Lewistown yesterday will not ex- ceed 300 Despite the fact that an
actjve search has been made for the
r0bber he has evaded capture. The
railroad company made every effort
to arrest the desperado and has
Hsted the aid of several private detec-rathe- r
tiva agencies.

ald rt'oip. Tucumcari:
"Word was received here lat night
Forty-Si- x
that a horrible kidnaping episode had
occurred at Dawson early Sunday
morning.
".
employe of the
Mining Company, alter stealing a
horse, went to the home of pretty
Mrs. Maria liaca, snatehe! her from
he- bed. cut her hair off with, a big
dirk knife and threatened to kill her
if she did not go with him.
"She was placed on the stolen horse
-- i
r and taken out
i
o
i.
of camp by the kidnapwas
overtaken
er,
but
by officers 12
Commerce of Leading
miles west about daylight and resCities of Nippon.
cued.
"The man was arrested by Deputy
Sheriff
Vance, of Colfax county, and
On a jourS.Mttk Wash.. Sept.
away to Raton ami placed
spirited
is
mission
to
whose
it
ney
strengthen in t lie county
jail.
the bonds of friendship and commerce
"The people of the camp are up in
between Japan ami the United Slates,
arms over the affair and. had the man
forty-siJapanese bankers, general been taken to Dawson, it would no
merchants, members of parliament, doubt, have caused mob
violence.
educators and editors representing
"The man's name could not be
the chambers of commerce at Tokio, learned.
Trainmen on the Dawson
Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe, Yokohama, and railroad
brought the news here."
on
here
this
arrived
morning
Nagoya,
A crowd
the steamship Minnesota.
ANOTHER CASE OF
of people gathered at the wharf on
SUPPRESSING NAMES.
which the sun flag and the stars and
As
were
the
intertwined.
stripes
Five of El Paso Physicians Refused
steamer approached a bamboo cannois
to Go to Aid of Dying Woman
threw into the air bombs, which burstand Her Child.
ing released balloons and circus paper figures. At the landing place, the
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 1. Mrs. Pa
visitors were met by Governor Hay blo Garcia died at her home in a
of Washington, Mayor Miller of Seat- small shack back of
the Mt. Franklin
tle, J. D. Lownnin, president of the 1 ime Company's store at the foot of
Associated Chamber of Commerce of Mf. Franklin.
yesterday morning
eight large cities on the Pacific coast, about 2 o'clock and a boy, to which
men. she
and a delegation of business
gave birth, died at the same time
Three officials made speeches wel- for lack of medical attention.
coming the Japanese representatives
Coroner Watson went out vesterdav
and the latter briefly responded. The afternoon and the husband of the
visitors will leave on Monday next on dead woman told him that he had
a tour across the continent and back called five different doctors, but all
to San Francisco in a special train.
of them had refused to come. These
names he gave to the justice of the
pence, but the latter refused to make
them public.
The coroner's verdict was that the
woman died from the effects of childbirth. and the infant died from lack of

continent

1

Governor Curry returned last evenSept. 1. Dr.
Copenhagen,
ing from Stanley, Santa Fe county,
American
the
mass
explorer
Cook,
where he addressed a
meeung oi
reached the North Pole on
citizens who came for the purpose
April 21, 1908, according to a
from many miles around. A number
an
were
just received at the
made
telegram
ampnasuof speeches
colonial office here from Bering the necessity oE aiding those who
wick Shetland Islands.
suffered from the drouth this year.
were represented in a
unfavorable light and an appeal
Elkins Affirms Story.
was made for assistance to tide over
Sept., 1. Dr. Cook is
Copenhagen,
assured
Governor
NEVADA TOWN SWEPT
the winter.
Curry
BY CLOUDBURST. on board of the Danish government
his hearers that all that possibly could
.
steamer, Han Egede, which passed
be done to help homesteaders would'
find his support and he would seek to Ten Foot Wall of Water Descends on Berwick at noon today en route to
Denmark. The telegram announcing
Rawhide and Causes Loss of
provide work for those desiring it on.,..
Cook's achievement was sent by a
Life and Property.
the various good road projects, which
the Territory has taken; "He explained' Rawhide, Nev., Sept. 1. Large par- Greenland official on board the steamthe limitations upon the government ties of workmen began today to er and read as follows:
"We have on board the American
His address was search for the bodies in the debris
in these matters
left in Squat.tertown by last night's traveler, Dr. Cook, who reached the
well received.
flood.
Make Important Appointments.
Several persons' are reported north pole on April 21, 1908. Dr. Cook
Governor Curry made the follow- missine". The damage was 'paused bv arrived at Upernavik, the norther- a ten foot wall of water which swept most Danish settlement in Greenland,
ing important appointments today:
Hon. W. D. McBee of Melrose, Curry over the section, the result of a on an island off the west coast, in May
as one of the cloudburst, in the hills. The loss will of 1909, from Cape York, in the north- county,
on Neaffin
west Dart of Greenland,
regents of the University of New Mex- exceed a quarter million dollars.
bay. Esquimaux of Cape York conico at Albuquerque.
firm Dr. Cook's story of his journey."
Elias G. Garcia of Albuquerque, to WORK TRAIN AND
For yfars Dr. Cooke has given atFREIGHT COLLIDE.
be one of the trustees of the New Mexto Arctic explorations and in
Vetention
Las
ico Asylum for the Insane at
18.H-was
In
Four
surgeon of the Peary exL.
O.
to
succeed
Consequence
Pennsylvania
Gregory.
gas
He
started on his present
Are
Dead
to
Railroad
pedition.
W. A. Sutherland of Las duces,
Employes
and Two Scalded.
expedition in the summer of 1907,
be one of the regents of the New Mexfrom North Sydney, British
ico College of Agriculture and MeHuntington, Pa.. Sept. 1 A work sailing
chanic Arts at Mesilla Park to suc- train, northbound, ran into a double Columbia.
His phrty was reinforced with
ceed J. M. Webster of Hillsboro. Both header freight south bound, between
Mr. and Mrs, Sutherland are graduates Riddlesburg and Saxton, on the Hunt s'.Hclger.. dogs and Arctic equipment
sailof the college and for four years Mr. ington and Broad Top railroad today. at Utah, Greenland, whence he
Cook's
on
190$.
3,
March
ed
plan
men
were
the
after
the
Four
killed,
Sutherland has been looking
engineer,
interests of Filipino students in var- - conductor, fireman and brakeman. was to set aside all traditions by
the j
ious educational institutions in the Two others were seriously scalded, making a dash to the pole during
elomte.-t- a
ivh.cn
the
nionihb
winter
United States. He is very highly re- Twenty cars and two engines were
were considered least advantageous.
wrecked.
commended.
Nothing was heard from him for the
Appointed Delegates.
Inst
eighteen months. The last news
Governor Curry today appointed WERE PLAYING
w'as dated March 17, 190S,
received
WESTERN COWBOY.
William M. Atkinson of Roswell, John
when he was near Cape Thomas HubS. Clark of Las Vegas, and G. N.
bard. He reported his health excelHarsch of Melrose, all chairmen of 'Eight Year Old Willie King Shot and lent, that he had picked up a large HIS WIFE SLEPT BESIDE
Killed His Ten Year Old
their respective boards of county comparty of Esquimaux of superior intelBrother in Fun.
missioners, as delegates to the Third
ligence, and that prospects for his
No Light
St. Louis, Sept. 1. Willie King, success were
International Conference on State and
bright. He intended to But Could Throw
Local Taxation at Louisville, Ky., Sep- aged 8, shot and killed his brother,
of
push on to the northern point
on Murder Sensational
tember
Francis, 10 years old, in their bed- Gi ant land and from there start a
room this morning.
The boys, sons dash for the pole in the winter of
Arrests Expected.
Appointed Notaries Public.
Governor Curry today appointed the of a police sergeant, were playing 190$.
Dr. Cook was born at Calicoon
following notaries public: W. E. "cowboy.".
Holly, Okia., Sept. 1. Mystery
Sullivan county, New York, in surrounds the death of J. W. Sims,
Baker, Las Cruces, Dona Ana county;
Cnarles F. Stevenson, Malaga, Eddy DIALVILLE DEVASTATED
If 65. .He married in Brooklyn in sheriff of Harmon county, found dead
BY A TORNADO.
1902, Miss Mary Hunt. His wife has iji bed yesterday
county; Manuel Baca, Pena Blanca,
from
revolver
sltnrpri thA hplipf nf tha Aretie pint) wounds. Mrs. Sims, who was sleepSandoval county.
.
One of the Discomforts of Living in.t,
,,,,;,.,,
x.n
Incorporations.
ing with her husband, could throw
the South Where Cyclones
of the North Pole.
goal
no light on the shooting.
The coroThe Chino Copper Company of PortAre Frequent.
Elated.
Society
Geographic
that the
a
verdict
ner's
returned
land, Me., today filed incorporation pajury
Jacksonville, Texas, Sept. 1. Dial-villWashington, D. C, Sept. 1. Ofhcia s sheriff was killed by unknown perpers in the office of Territorial Secre
a small town on the Cotton Belt
tary Nathan Jaffa. The capitalization railroad, eight miles from here, was of the National Geographic Society in sons. The authorities however, dethis city are greatly elated over the clare that a sensational arrest will
is ?3,500,0O0, divided into 700,000
a tornado last night. news of the reported
success of Dr soon be made.
shares of which $2,125,000 are actually devastated by
were in- Cook. Some time ago it w:is feared
issued. The New Mexico headquar- Several of the inhabitants
that Cook had been lost on his rtuing FOURTEEN CHINAMEN
ters are at Santa Rita, Grant county, jured.
IN A BOX CAR.
g
with John M. Sully as the New Mextrip. Friends gave up hope of ever
a re
ico agent. The incorporators and dihearing from him again. In
lief expedition was fitted out and sent Arrested at Tucumcari By U. S. Imrectors are: Clarence E. Eaton, presDE
into the frozen north in the hope of
treas160
L.
T.
migration Inspector M, F.
Croteau,
ident,
shares;
McGuire of El Paso.
finding the explorer. Cook's expeditio
urer, 10 shares; B. M. Maxwell, 10
was
secretive
rather
a
in
10
F.
arranged
shares;
Jones,
shares; Albert
Word from Tucumcari has it that
manner. Very little publicity was
Clarence G. Trot, 10 shares, all of
were arrested
Chinamen
j
fourteen
his
Me.
given
plans.
Portland,
in a box car by Immigration
there
Cook.
From
at
Cablegram
Capitol.
Mysterious Thefts
New York, Sept. 1. R. "T. David- Inspector M. F. McGuire of El Paso,
For several days past a sneak
son, of Brooklyn, a personal friend Texas, and his assistant David Tyre.
thief has been busy in the capitol. He
of Dr. Cook, received a cablegram The Chinamen were in a sealed car
tole from Supreme Court Clerk Jose
from Cook today saying that he is of sugar en route from California by
D. Sena. $60 which were in a box in
well and that the expedition has been way of El Paso and the officers think
the safe in the supreme court clerk's
on
were smuggled
the Chinamen
a success.
office. Former District Clerk Francis
El
men
Paso.
at
board
had
The
plen3. Wilson- was relieved in a similar
ty of food and water stored in the
ELECTED A FRIEND
manner of $30. Mrs. Lola C. Armijo,
car and will probably be deported to
OF UNCLE SAM,
territorial librarian, mourns the loss
the Celestial Empire.
of $20; Miss Elsie Jacobs, clerk in the REPRESENTATIVE HESITATES
office of the land, commissioner, some
Returns Show the Choice of Dr. Ri STRIKERS ORDERED
time ago lost $10, and Mrs. A. J. Chapcardo Jiminez to Be President
NOT TO PAY RENT.
man, clerk in the office of the coal oil China Has Counter Claim
of Costa Rica.
inspector, ls minus a gold watch she
Wholesale Evictions of Thousands of
For Mongolian Killed by
permitted to remain in the office over
New York, Sept. 1. Word was reFamilies Threatened in
night. A rigid investigation will be
ceived from J. J. Ulloa, consul general
Expedition.
Stockholm.
made by the mounted police.
in New York, from President Gonzales
District Court.
Poi-i-i
fiont i nriHcVi Minister v lques oi uosia tuca, ana says returns
Stockholm, Sept.. 1. A number of
Judge John R. McFie was busy this Jordan, without waiting for the co--! from the election yesterday show the men on strike in Stockhold having
forenoon in chambers hearing the conoperation of the American legation choice of Dr. Ricardo Jiminez as the received notice to leave their home
troversy that has grown out of the today demanded of China reparation next president of Costa Rica. Com-an- d on October 1, unless they return to
management of the Tajique communpunishment for the killing lastPlete order prevails throughout the work in the meantime, the unions
ity grant in Torrance county and the June in Kansu Province of Hazrad All republic. Dr. Jiminez, is a lawyer and have issued a proclamation that no
privilege of cutting timber thereon.
a British subject, attached to a me - was formrly Costan Rican minister to strikers are to pay rentals due In OcGood Roads Work.
tober. The strike leaders maintain
taken into the United States and Mexico.
teorological
expedition
Good Roads Engineer C. H. Neal is China by Lieutenant R. S.
"
I
will be impossible to turn thouIt
a
Clark,
sands of families Into the streets.
TO TRY INSURANCE AGENTS.
today getting camping outfits and former officer of the American army.
teams together to start work on the The government demurred but the
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 1. Six lo-LIFE INSURANCE MEETING.
survey of the Scenic Highway between minister Is firm. In return China cal Are insurance agents charged with
Santa Fe and Albuquerque tomorrow asked reparation for a Chinese killed conspiracy in maintaining a certain
Toronto, Ont., Sept. 1. The Dominmorning. The survey will be started in an encounter with members of the standard of rates in Rochester, will ion Life Underwriters Association
on Aqua Frla street at the city limits expedition. The American
charge be arraigned at the September term. convened in Toronto today for an
and will be pushed rapidly, through to Fletcher will take independent action The alleged monopolists today began annual session of three days, during
'
having different views concerning preparations for fighting the case In which many important Insurance
(Continued on Page Eight.)
the appellate courts.
China's responsibility.
problems will be threshed out.
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Found Dead in Bed
From Revolver

j

Wounds

21-2-

De-pe- t,

.

HOMESEEKERS BREAK
ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS.
More Entries Made at Denver Land
Office Than Ever Before in
its History.
Denver, Colo., Sept 1. All records
were brokei at the federal land office
in Denver yesterday wnen fifty applications for homestead entries were
made. The previous record of thirty-on- e
went glimmering.
applications
That record was established last Monday.
Not for twenty years have the land
office clerks been as busy as they
were yesterday. Mrst of the land is
located south and east of Denver.
About 9,000 acres svas taken up yesterday. Land officials state that the
tide of settlers coining tr Colorado is
increasing each week.
AMBASSADOR FRANCIS COMING.
London, Sept. 1. Charles S. Francis, the American ambassador at Vienna, who with his family has been
making an automobile trip through
the south of England, sailed today
for America. He will witness the
Hudson-Fultoi:
celebration in New
York before returning to Europe.
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For Killing of British
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SUPREME

Miner Seizes Mrs. Maria Baca,
Cuts Oft' Her Hair and Took
Her With Him.
I

OF PEACE

snsi will touFthe

p
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DAWSON

HAS

CHI
ADJOURNED

Sa? s a dispatch to tlie HI I'aso Her-

Doctor Cook, the Explorer
on His Way En Route

Hold-U-

IS

FROM

BusinessStars and Stripes
First Flag to Float men Given RousOver It
ing Reception

TRAIN ROBBER HAS
ELUDED CAPTURE.

CAPITOL

HUE

Coal

1.

Ont., Sept.
Toronto,
The parliament buildings are
on fire. The roof of the west
wing l.as fallen In and the
library is now in flames. The
entire contents, consisting of
upwards of 100,000 books will
be destroyed.

JAPS

AMERICAN REACHES

KIDNAPING STORV

I

Brave Sixteen Year
Old Sister of
Sheriff
PRISONERS

SAWED THROUGH

i

With; Revolver She Bars
Thsir Way to Liberty in
Indiana Prision.
Lurenceburg, Ind., Sept 1. Miss
Alice White, the 16 year old sister of
Sheriff White, prevented a jail delivery here yesterday by arming herself
with a revolver and holding three
desperate men at bay until help reached her and the escaping prisoners
wert- safely locked in separate cells.
The sheriff was temporarily absent
and the girl heard the men sawing
their way out. She stationed herself
on the ground beiow the window at
which they worked and barred their
way to liberty.
They already had
two bars sawed in two and one man
was crawling out of the opening when
the girl commanded him to return.
-

Handed Down

Im-

portant Opinions
Yesterday
TWO

JUOSfifs

REVERSED

Retax Costs in
Territory vs. Alarid
Granted.

Motion

to

The Territorial supreme court adjourned last veiling until .January 4,
i:

'.
In
1

eae No. 1121. motion to retax
costs was granted.
This was the
case of the Territory vs. Hicanlo Alarid. and something like $4"0 costs
for jury, bailiffs, interpreter, etc.. had
been charged up to the defendant.
Opinions were handed down in the
following cases:
U. S. v. Medina.
The judgment of the lower court
was reversed
with directions to
quash the third count of the indictment and to grant, a new trial upon
the second count of the indictment, i
the case of the United States of
America, appellee, vs. Jesus M. Metried before
dina, appellant, No.
.ludge .John R. McFie in the First Judicial District Court. A. B. Renehan
and T. B. Catron appeared for the
appellant and I. S. District Attorney
D. J. Leahy, and his assistant, S. B.
United
States.
Davis, Jr., for the
The opinion is by Judge W, H. Pope.
Jesus M. Medina, the appellant, was
indicted upon three counts and found
guilty upon" two counts for violating
the IT. S. pension laws and sentenced to three years in the penitentiary. The syllabus says:
An indictment framed in the terms
of the statute is sufficient only where
by the statutory language the defendant is put upon fair notice of the
charge against him.
Under U. S. Rev. St., Sec. 474(1, fas
amended by the act of July 7, 1S98),
which penalizes the making of a
false or fraudulent affidavit, it is not
sufficient simply to allege that the
affidavit was false. There must be a
clear averment of the respects in
which it is false, equivalent to the
assignment in perjury cases.
proved as Munnicon is idem .sonans
and there is no variance.
UDder IT. S. Rev. St., Sec. 4746 (as
amended by the act of July 7, 189S)
which subjects to punishment one
who knowingly certifies, when not
true, that a witness has been sworn
to an affidavit to be used in a pension case, administering the oath
immediately before the taking down
of the statement thereunder, equally
with administering it after taking
down such statement is swearing the
witness to such affidavit within the

statute.
It was error, therefore, for the trial
court to reject testimony for the defendant tending to show that he administered the oath to the witness
and the latter thereupon having taken such oath immediately dictated his
statement to defendant, such testimony being material as showing a
compliance with the law and this
even though tne signing by the wit-

ness may have been postponed by illness to. the next day.
Territory vs. Crary.
vi4J
In case No. 1210, Territory of New
Mexico, Appellant, vs. Hattie Hodg-do- n
Crary, et al., appellees.
Appeal
from the district court for Berna
lillo county, tha judgment of the
court below was reversed and the
cause remanded.
The opinion is by
Associate Justice M. C. Mecheffl. Tha
attorney general appearted for the
Territory and W. B. Chllders for the
The original suit was a
appellees.
proceeding brought by the appellant
to condemn certain land for the
use of the University of New Mexico
at Albuquerque.
The petition was
dismissed in the lower court for the
reason that it brought in the tiame of
the Regents of the Univesity and not
in the name of the Territory.
U. S. vs. Sena.
In No. 1909, Mariano F. Sena, appellant vs. the United States of
America, appeal from the district
court for the first judicial district, the
judgment of the lower court is affirmed. John H. Knaebel and Frank W.
Clancy appeared for the appellant,
and U. S. Attorney W. H. H. Llewellyn, E. S. Medler and David J. Leahy
for the appellee. The opinion is by
Associate Justice W. H. Pope. The
syllabus is as follows:
The bill of exceptions in a criminal

v7'i

settled and signed by the trial judge
not less than ten days .before the
term of this court at which said
cause shall be first docketed, unless
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Store

THE DAILY
TO

LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
"
Suits made to order (fit guaranteed)
"
Silk and linen waists
tl,

voile skirts
Shoes (American Lady)
'

"
'

"

"

Shirts (The Elgin)
Fancj Vests

Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
come at once and give us a trial.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Phone 10a

store

In

Santa Fe.

100 lbs Pansy Flour

$3.30

50 "

1.65

100"

Bobolink

$3.20

50 "

1.60

W PItt

VVCU1VC

register tickets
with all cashpurciiases.

inter Grocery Co.

V Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

CALL

Ap

Telephone No. 40

SEE FOU YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL UNI? OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

8

Importing Section Hands Two hundred natives of Mexico passed Lamy
yesterday on Santa Fe train No. 10 for
Kansas and Illinois where they will be
employed as section hands.
Attempted Burglaries at Las Vegas
Monday night there were two at
tempts at Durgiary ana several apparent attempts to molest young women on the street in the evening, at
Las Vegas.
Enforce Hitching Ordinance The
city officials at East Las Vegas in
their efforts to enforce the "hitching"
ordinance, made seven arrests for permitting horses to stand without being
tied.
Suit for Divorce In the district
court for Bernalillo county, James T.
has
Keogh, a traveling salesman,
brought suit against Pearl Keogh, formerly of Albuquerque, but now of St.
Louis.
Death of Two Infants Eugene, the
seven months old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Peter N. Marx, died at Las Vegas on
Monday evening. Jose Hilario, infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hilario Gallegos,
died yesterday near Las Vegas.
After Gay Lotharios The mounted
police are watching one or two young
men, who claim to come from Kansas
where they left wife and children,
but who are seeking to inveigle local
young women. Angsts may follow.
Foot Cut Off by Train While
Walter Burlison, a ten year old boy
was playing on the tracks of the Dawson Railway, near Salano, Mora county, he was run over by a train. His,
left foot was severed and the limb had
to be amputated above the ankle.
Moving Cattle Sanitary Board HeadquartersThe headquarters of the
territorial cattle sanitary board, at Las
Vegas, since 18S4, were today moved
to Albuquerque. Secretary E. G.
Austen and Clerks Blanche Rothgeb
and Cora Duncan, are the office force
that leaves the Meadow City for the
Duke City.
TWO HUNDRED MILLION DOLLAR MORTGAGE GIVEN.
It Covers the Right of Way, Terminals
and Rolling Stock of C. M. &
P. S. Railway Comoanv-SpokanWash., Sept. 1. Two hundred million dollars is the amount of
a mortgage given by the Chicago, Mil- e,

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-ii- g
a constitutional diseasefi requires,

a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting

directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of
testi-monal-

C

Quit
p

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

Address F. J. CHENEY
do, O.
Sold by all druggists,

"My trouble bpgan about thr years
little black swellings scattered
over my face and neck. They would
disappear but they would leave littla
black scars that would itch at times so
I couldn't keep from
scratching them.
Larger swellings would appear in tha
Game place and they were so painful I
could hardly bear it and tnv clothes
would stick to the sores. The first
doctor I went to said the disease was
scrofula, but the trouble only got worse
and spread. By this time it was all over
my arms and the upper part of my
body in big swellings as large as a dollar.
It was so painful that I could not bear
to lie on my back at night. The second
doctor pronounced my disease inflammation of the lymphatic glands. He
stopped the swellings, but when they
would break the places would not heal.
H
tried everything that he could but
He said 1 might be cured
t no
but it would take a long time. I bought
a set of the Cuticura Remedies and used
them according to directions and in less
than a week some of the places were
nearly wpII. I continued with the Cuticura Remedies until I had used three
sets, and now I am sound and well.
The disease lasted three years from the
time it commenced until I was cured.
Before Christmas something broke out
on my seven year old brother's hands
in the form of large sores. I tried every-- .
thing I could think of but to no effect
until I happened to think of Cuticura
and one application cured him. Also,
not long ago, my sister got a bad burn
on her ankle. I have been using Cuticura on that and it gave her scarcely
any trouble. O. L. Wilson, Puryear,
Tenn., Feb. 8, lOOS."
Warm baths with Cuticura Soap, gen-- I
tie anointings with Cuticura Ointment
and mild doses of Cuticura Pills, afford
immediate relief and point to a speedy
cure of torturing, disfiguring humors
of the skin, scalp and blood of infants,
children and adults, when all eloc fails.
go with

Careful, little hinter,
In your clover shack!
Watch out lest Old Winter
Happen on your track!
If by any fate he.
Catching at a clue,
Finds out just what Katy
to you!
Did, good-by- e

" (AmericanGentleman)
Hats ( John B. Stetson)

Win. FAR AH,

MADE SOUND AND WELL
BY 3 SETS OF CUTICURA

Still you call, and still you
Warn me it is so;
Tell me, Gipsy, will you,
How you chance to know?
You're an arch alarmer
In the clover lost;
Quoth your friend, the farmer,
Six weeks more to frost!

MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
'
Suits (Hart Schaff ner & Marx)
"
Shoes (Hanan)
'
(Florsheim)

SELIGMAN BROS

1, 1909.

Incorporated 1903
Have Exclusive
Sale For

CO.

Which had Spread Over Face, Body
and Arms
Swellings were as
When they
Large as a Dollar
Broke, Sores would Not Heal
Suffered 3 Years.

Summer goes. Good-bye- !
Nonsense! Who believes you?
In the clover hid,
AVhat is it deceives you,
Gipsy Katydid?
Bees are making honey,
Birds are making song;
You are being funny,
Or my guess is wrong.

OF

'

"Suc-

Just reiterating:

SPECIALY

Established 1856.

PAINFUL HUMOR

A KATYDID.

Somewhere in the clover,
When the twilight falls,
There's a gypsy rover
Who forever calls
In an aggravating,
Xervous kind of cry.

THE REPlTATIOiN OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

':

CURED ITCHING

OP.

ROUND

(Frank Dempster Sherman in
cess Magazine.")

WITH

a
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Cuticura Soap (25r.) to Cleatiso the Skin. Cuticura
Ointment fOc.) to Ileal the Skin and Cutirura
Resolvent (50c.). (or In the torm ot chocolate Coated
Pills, 25c. per vial of 60) to Purllv the Wood.
Sold
Potter Drug & Cbem. Corp..
throughout the world
Sole Props .. Boston, Mass
WMailed Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Dlteaset.

waukee & Puget Sound Railway Company to the United States Trust Company of New York and filed in the office of the clerk of Spokane county. It
covers the right-of-waterminals, rolling stock and branches to be built between points in South Dakota and Seattle and Tacoma. The first installment of bonds under the mortgage is
an issue of $100,00,000 at 4 per cent,
dated January 1, 1909, and payable in
1949. It is provided in the pact that
the railway company may borrow any
amount up to $200,000,000 at a rate of
interest not exceeding 5 per cent. The
mortgage, which is far the largest
amount ever filed in eastern Washington, covers 100 printed pages. The
fees in this county amount to $53 for
The document will become
filing.
part of the official records in all the
counties of the states into which the
Milwaukee's lines extend.

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 14b Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

I

ps. X

$1.50
1.00

Biltmore Hosiery, the Quality Hose
with a GUARANTEE, are as beautiful to look upon as they
are hard to wear out. They are a fine, closely woven, highly
mercerized hose, with a rich lustrous sheen and a soft, luxfeel. We are Exclusive Agents for this excepuriant, silk-litional brand of Hosiery. . Come in and look them over.
ke

POBox

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone

HOUSE

TRY OUR

IN THE

CITY.

Alfa lea i
Also Good for Chickens
Groifl

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
"Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Hour, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anfl Seefls
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
II rjrsons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

Ladies
The

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment

Coierg
203

PHONE

BLACK

208

WEST PALACE AVE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
DIRECTED
BY THE

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS'

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

(lOHM COMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses

form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies will be resumed September 1st.

BROTHER HERMES. President

HEALTH,

WHICH WAY ?!

'Comfor

i

LUALtAI tK

Cj

a"

uruaaerv
1

' ' VZMntLTihu
vUWr:
.AUmitations
Irreaular
Ashes

to anticipate

y

Simplicity
'Automalic

1

Durability

Why not let us route you to good
health. The economy in-- fuel consump- tion will in due time pay all
tion costs.

i

Tafety

Economy
IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICAN Radiators

Take Hall's Family Pills for

I

J

Houe for American Idea

75c.

I

Reliability

Dust
Draught

LET US FIGURE YOUR

Convenience

Cleanliness
r

EXTRAVAGANCE

& CO.. Tole-

36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

"Coalgases

your heat wints.

S

IN ALL COLORS.

PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

Now is the time

1

J

6 Pairs Guaranteed for 6 Months,
4 Pairs Guaranteed for 3 Months,

D. M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors

A Morning Joy
An
Evening Comfort

MEN WOMEN
Ct CHILDREN

FOR

v

Wood-Davi- s

,

AT

ZOOIC'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

-

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

s Talcum
The Purest Impalpable

Powder

Talciim Powder Made

'

'

AT

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213
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A CORROBORATION
can so pttntlni
any of the large
Of Interest to Santa Fe Readers.
every piece of
Try our 8tock
For months Santa Fe citizens have
certainly coma
in these columns enthusiastic
seen
the faciltiea for
of Doan's Kidney Pills by Santa
Inof
work.
praise
class
out
every
turning
Would these prominent
Fe
residents.
In
cluding one of the best binderies
people recommend a remedy that had
the West
not proven reliable? Would they con
firm their statements after years had
elapsed if personal experience had not
shown the remedy to be worthy of endorsement? No stronger proof of
merit can be had than cures that have
stood the test of time. The following
statement should carry conviction to
the mind of every Santa Fe reader.

New Mexican
equal to that done in
cities. Our solicitor,
work we turn out
once and you will
again. We have all
Tb

SEE

DUDROW
FOR

"
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Toribio

Rodriguez,

110

Johnson

MAY HAVE TO PAY

EIGHT CENTS

A

I i e
plant to furnish ice at 4 rate
QUART. much below the present famine prices

PAGE

THREl

jrf'wriw""TIHriI'J
New Mexico Military Institute

j

Chicago Dealers Want to Advance the men and private Individuals.
TorPrice of Milk Municipal Ice
tured beyond endurance by the slow
Making.
but insistent rise in the price of ice,
since May has run from $:i.ti0
which
1
Desperate ef a ton to us
Chicago. Sept.
present mini ui
.'',
forts to effectually bowl over Presi-- , Clicag0u,ls even the well-to-dhave
dent Taft's postal savings bank pro-- j been driven to experimenting with
eram will lie made in Chicago during
sorts of devices for ice economy.
the meeting of the American Bankers' . More than 10,000 persons, including
Association, the Savings Bank sec- representatives of the ice companies,
tion of which has been arrayed impartial experts, members of the
against the pledge of the administra- city council and business men, have
for
tion to create postal banks. The begun a series of
the feasibility of the
plausible plea will be reiterated that discussing
the fulfillment of the pledge to the scheme. Ttie nroposeit plant would

1

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Th Wet Point of the Southwert."
Army Off.ci.rs Detailed by War Department.
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL. IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Ml Utary School in the Union. Located
Pecos Valley the garden
n the beautiful
pot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and instructors, all graduates from statdard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated. lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

mass-meetin-

..i

.
;
house and would involve an initial ex-o- f IB
to
ppr.diture ranging from $."ii,0i0
The ice woull be sold and
lim.iMO.
delivered at a price under the same
n
conditions as the 170,45r..lO0,tMiO gallons of water is now supplied annualA Fllyan
ly to the city, the users to pay at a
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
rale or price that would enable the
address.
i- " city to maintain such a manufactory. j
m mrA
COL. IA. W. WILLSON,
v
Chicago's annual output of manufacSuperintendent
tured ice averages in value nearly
s
ot a minion oonars anu
has been sold 'at a rare profit. For,
between the advances in ice and milk
vto the extent of approximating a
menace, and the unprecedented heat
this summer the 50,6;iS babies under
a year old and the 228,67.5 from one
to four years of age have felt the
fiercest battle for existence ever
1
he
In
which
Foster-MiiDurmagazine
Chicago
fought by Chicago's baby brigade.
Life,"
Co.
has vigorously championed the meas- Health Commissioner W. A. Evans
ure:. "The merits of the measure and the Infants Welfare Committee,
TO
long since were conceded. The peo conducted under his direct superviLessees of the Great SALT L AKE)
are
to
proUnited
labored
sion
have
States
of
the
arrayed
unceasingly
ple
i
against a handful of Cannons and vide the infants with sweet, clean
Aldriches and Weyeses and bankers miHt
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
those, bankers who are tco narrow
War between dairymen and the
see that such a measure to pro- milk dealers of Chicago, which threat Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
to
Automobile
wita
made
Connection
mote savings and thrift is a measure ens an advance of milk to 8 cents a
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
that
inevitably will increase commer- quart and which already has shaken
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
cial bank deposits and the nation's the city chemist out of his health de- well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswel)
In
and
financial
soundness
to
half
now
stability.
is spreading
partment job,
tas United States. Canada. Mexico
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros
Constantly on Hand a Supply of
when the a dozen states outside of the nor-- Payable Tarougaoat
or ell for Torrance at 1 D. m. and ar Austria the banks gained
and all Foreign Countries
were given such a system and mal milk zone of the city. The big
CLEAN, DRY STOCK SALT
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The people
'
This
tremendously.
the
are
gained
people
milk
dealers
Iowa,
Torrance
and
Fe
searching
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
fare between Santa
in France, in Minnesota and South Dakota for milk
is $5.80 and between Torrance and also is true in Italy,
For Prices and Terms Address
supplies and the milk producers proRoswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- Canada and in Great Britain."
tective association is setting about
men,
2.462,600
W.
Stockard,
J.
wire.
Chicago's
mobile
Among
by
NEW MEXICO SALT COMPANY
women
andl
Line.
Automobile
0hildret(
according)
tji organizing the counties not already
manager,
Estancia N, M.
the directory list of 768,000 names
organized in the membership of 3,500.
1 Meanwhile the prospect of goats but17 Angels, 2 Demons,
are
there
Good for Biliousness.
Hades and 8 Hells. The solemn task ting into the warfare as the one
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stom-ac- h
of the Chicago directory company in thing needful to save the consumers,
and Liver Tablets last night, and
the annual directory was has backed out again all because of
I feel fifty per cent better than I have compiling
also
enlivened
by the refreshing dis- a report started in Salt Lake City and
JULIUS MEYERS. President.
for weeks, says J. J. Firstone of
1 Ale. 7 Beers. 9 Bitters, 2 which broke out in New York that
of
covery
t.
FORNOFF.Vice-PresidenFRED
Mich. "They are certainly a
12 Seltzers, 1 Punch, 3 goats were subject to an infectious
EARL SOOTT. Secretary.
fine article for biliousness." For sale Champagnes,
15 Ports, 36 Sherry's, 2 Clar-ett- fever that goes by the name of
Wines,
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
by all druggists.
2 Gallons. 4 Pints, 311 Steins, 2 micrococus militeasis for short. This
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.
SO
known
to
Moreover is said
Glasses.
be the smallest germ
Goblets and
there are provided as for a barbecue, to materia medica, it also is said that
14 Hogs, 37 Bulls, 2 Calves, 3 Chick- 10 per cent of goat, milk contains a
EOSWELL-TORRANC- E
ens, 11 Chicks, 92 Lambs, 5 Redhef-fers- . pure culture of the diminutive germs
1 Turkey, 6 Rams, 125 Drakes and Health Commissioner
Evans has
U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
such
circum
4
if
finds
this germ
Under
declared
he
and
Ducks.
that
m.
a.
11:0
Saving
ing at Roswell at
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
the
Meanwhile
must
be
noted
that
will
he
its
stances
fact
the
goat.
between
30
house
over
get
Passengers
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right
Agenta for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these
route there are in the directory 64 Farmers, use of goat's milk continues for it is
other
over
any
points
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars In 3 Threshers and 3 Haymakers mixed prescribed for infants and invalids.
Shortest route between Roswell and service
securing comfort to passen in with 815 Kings, 101 Princes, 178 It is estimated at the stock yards,
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chaut Knights, 7S Lords, 46 Barons. 1 Czar, where goats are sold, that there are
Santa Fe and all points In the Es- feurs In charge of every car. Seats 6 Sultans, 30 Dukes, 57 Earls, 89 about 2,000 of them in Chicago, and
tancia Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying tc Reisers, 3 Queens. The Johnsons that goat's milk is extensively used,
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern have the Smiths effectually beaten by much of it being brought from outside
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros 7,087 to 5,153. The shortest names in places.
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for Tvell, New Mexico.
the directory are four of two letters
Another blow at New York's dwin50 Iba. . Any each Ax, Em, Ex and Re. The first dled
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance
exports of grain as result of
amount of baggage can be carried name is Aaberg, the last Zyzik. Then Canada's new independence of the
Railway.
there are Joseph Buttinski, John Fit, ports and shipping of the United
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
John Soup, Peter Ladder, a fireman: States and its prodigious annual inAnton Had and William Hadnot, Em crease of crop, is seen in the prepara527 San Francisco Street
ma Kindling and F. F. Full, the lat- tions of the Chicago Board of Trade
saloon-keepeter a
to entertain for the first time the
The state totals of fire waste that grain merchants and brokers of
make up the huge aggregate of $1 western Canada with those of the
260,000,000 for the United States dur- United States, September 17 anl 18.
ing the last five years, according to a New York, in its desperation at. its
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the compilation which has been made in loss of grain exports, which has left
Blankets, Basket, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals.
Socated in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters Chicago, put Tennessee in the lend whole fleers of freighters idle while
Turquoise, Garneta and Other Gema.
miles west has been thoroughly tested by the with the unenviable fire record for shipping brokers of Montreal on the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Beat of Everything in Our Line.
miraculous cures attested to in the the same period of $20,000,000. The Atlantic and Vancouver on the Paof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- losses in that state per $l.on of in cific are overwhelmed with business
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's surance have increased during the at double the rates to Liverpool that
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic five year period from $10.10 to $10.48 are offered in New York, talk of takin ing their plight to the interstate com
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, notwithstanding
the decrease
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Com many other states, in Connecticut merce commission. JKven tne big
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath- from $4.40 to $3.77 and in Tllnois crop in the united States, now nas B
'from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50' per day; $15 per week; $50 from $5.70 to $5.65. The failure of less importance in the export proscarbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver officials' in the United States to take pects than that of western Canada,
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train steps to prevent fires, although spend which this year will reach the enorvery dry and delightful
of the finest
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort Is attrac- ing millions of dollars in trying to mous total of 140,000,000 bushels, acious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all put them out in Chicago the fire de cording to estimates of the Canadian
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente partment costs $2,977,107 per year
Norther nand Grand Trunk Pacific.
ALL OP THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and is given as the biggest reason for the A large part of this will be exported
AND DESIGNS
PATTERNS
LATEST AND NEWtfiST
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the enormous fire waste which becomes as the domestic consumption is rela?"hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars a tax upon every property owner in tively less than in the United States
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address
and production
the country. That the methods of where consumption
European cities, where the maxim, are now running an even race. The
ADOLF
"an ounce of prevention is worth a acreage and crop increase of Canadiis the one followed is an provinces amount this year to
cure"
of
pound
Taos. County N M found in the per capita fire loss of practically 20 per cent, as against an
Ojj
33 cents compared to which is the increase of the corn crop in the Unifigure of $3.0. per capita in the Unl ted States of 7 per cent which is re
ted States. There are about 4 fires garded as phenomenal.
per 1,000 of population in the United
States as compared to less than one
WAR ON PRAIRIE DOGS.
in Europe. Commenting on the conOF
Perfect Fitting "EIatic" Book-cate- a
clusions regarding Tennessee an un1. J. W. Hol- Tex.,
Amarillo,
Sept.
are tne only ones wureu ,i.w.......
derwriting authority said: "If the man, the terror of the prairie dogs of
of
people of Tennessee had never lost the Panhaidle. will resume his war of
adapt themselves to the conditions
a dollar by fire; if no one had been extermination this month with
the modern home.
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
rendered homeless and houseless; if
There mav be certain HmitRtions as to room,
,
Increased crew. Holman has
no lives had been lost; if none had largely
can be utilized
hataver space is available
killed nearly a quarter of a million
.
i
, tnese
i..
or
lifetime
been
his
savings
ruined,
cbs.cs, mc
ol
artistic
an
arrangement
ht,
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
lt
j
J prarie dogs this year, most of them
2S
inch
a
34
wouiu
it
and
nour;
in
away
single
swept
made in two lengths,
LinH nf actional book-cas- e
on the "Frying Pan" ranch. He uses
yet seem that the Instincts of com
Standard and Ideal.
nial,
practical life under modern conditions. Complete
distinct
in
and
his
three
meat
in
and
operations
poisoned
lengths,
mon humanity and the dictates of a
finishes of quar- different
colors
in
Mexicans.
Since
of
eight
a
illustrates
corps
Our catalogue
broad patriotism would prompt every employs
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
the first of the year he has netted
tered oak and mahogany.
intelligent citizen of this fair state 135,000
C'vil and Electrical
Household Eco- - to unite in some
by his unique business.
Engineering and
moveWe will call and measure any space
imthis
of
reduction
the
ment
for
in your bouse and give you the exact
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and AgriculBest Treatment for a Burn.
mense fire waste with all of its at
sost in "uiy finish you may select.
If for no other reason, Chamber
tendant misery and suffering." Reture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
duction of the fire loss proceeds but lain's Salve should be kept in every
New Kiexlcan Printing toitr
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities slowly In the United States notwith- household on account of its great
any, Local Agents, Santa,
id?
standing the tax that falls upon busi- value in the treatment of burns. It
Fe, N. ft!.
for self support.
and
ness and home owners as .result of allays the pain almost instantly,
the reckless disregard of preventive unless the injury is a severe one,
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
measures that are recommended by heals the parts without leaving a scar.
This salve is also unequaled for
'underwriting experts.
Ice making as the brand new muni capped hands, sore nipples and discents.
cipal endeavor for Chicago, with the eases of the skin. Price ' 25
Agricultural College, N. Mex. all
For
sale
own
druggists.
by
and
its
operating
city erecting

5

Doors From
Up.

New Mexico Salt

street. Santa Fe, N. M, says: "Two
oh a hnif vears azo I Rave a tostate
my
ment for publication in regard
Pills.
experience with Doan's Kidney
Todav I am stronger in my praise of
this remedy than ever. I suffered
the
greatly from disoredered kidneys,
uains in my back being so acute at
times that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I rareiy Knew mi a w
be free from an ache or pain of some
kind. Soon after I began using Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling,
Burrows & Co.'s drug store, my pains
and aches disappeared and my back
was as sound and well as ever. Doan's
enKidney Pills have my strongest
dorsement."
Price 50
all dealers.
For sale by ......
,
'
o.,
ouuaiu,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
CC

1

monetary commission. The real hope
the hostile banking interest is
well
based on Senator Aldrich's
known attitude on this and other,
What the monetary
questions.
as now constituted would do
to the postal bank bill is easy to
foresee. President Tat't has reiterated his determination to accept no
sophistry and permit no further
the obstructive tactics of Speak-- ,
er Cannon ana otners naving ueeu
successful for 14 years in preventing
the enactment of measures to create
postal banks notwithstanding the fa
orable reports of Senate and House
committees and commissions. Chair
man George H. Currier of the Postal
Bank League's executive
Savings
committee has said in "Everyday
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The present city administration is
pushing as far as lies within its now
' er
the work of pavement construc-THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
tion and macadamizing and street re
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES- pair. Property owners should do all
Editor and President.
they can to assist in this movement
The property owners on Capitol
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureEDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-LaPlace, for instance, have donated volEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Practices in the Supreme and Disuntarily ten feet to widen the street,
course. the retul-- to them is much trict Courts of the Territory, in the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.75 j0f
Daily, six months, by mail
man me value or tne land they Probate Courts and before the U. S.
muie
.20
$
week
carrier
Daily per
by
2.00 give, but so few
75 Weekly, per year
property owners rec Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 ognize that a
65 Weekly, six months
policy Oflices.
Daily, per month, by mail
is
New Mexico
more
them
harm Las Cruces
serious
7.00
doing
75
mail
Daily, per year, by
Weekly, per quarter
than it does the city. The owners
E. C. ABBOTT,
of property, for instance, along the
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Attorney-at-Law- .
Santa Fe river east of Delgado street
Practice in the District and Su
'fhe Xew Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to would find it to their advantage to
Co arts. Prompt and careful
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among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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dollars to doughnuts, that although Santa Fe
the opening of the street will greatly
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increase the value of their holdings,
A. B. Renehan,
E. P. Davles,
win demand exorbitant sums
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v
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r-- 'for every foot of land needed. There
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If Santa Fe votes to extend its cjty Thf recent school census showed jthat may be unity of these' land owners trict
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specialty.
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It is regrettable and it is a reflec- likelihood of Las Vegas consolidating men employed by the Santa Fe Rail
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school and the Deaf and Dumb asylum towns have had an up hill fight to have found it impracticable to go on
It is very likely account of bad roads or lack of auto-tha- t
alone, will add 1,000 souls to the popu- maintain prestige.
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the census next spring will show mobiles or livery rigs to take them,
lation. At present they are outside of
Attorneys-at-Law- .
the city boundaries, but after Satur- fewer inhabitants for each of the two Santa Fe is advertising the cliff
Practic In the District Court as
day, it is to be hoped they will be towns than did the census of 1900. It dwellings widely and advises people well as before the Supreme Court of
counted within the limits. For ten is not wise for an outside newspaper to come here to make the trip to the Territory.
New Mexico
years, happily almost passed, Santa to butt into what are purely domestic t,lis wonderful region but makes no Las Cruces
Fe has been regarded as an inferior affairs of another community, but it effort to facilitate the journey to
town in population, but the census of does seem that the two towns of Las this wonderland at our very doors.
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
1910 will correct that error, if the Vegas should get together and pull Little Espanola does much better by
Attorney-at-LaThus far both its visitors for there is no trouble at
election on Saturday goes all right. It together henceforth.
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
will have considerable influence on have played a losing game because any time to get a team, wagon and trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
New Mexico
the capital fight. Prestige will count they played against each other in- driver for a trip to the Puye or other Socorro
for much in that, and many a waver- stead of together. To an outsider it parts of the Pajarito Park. Santa
Fe should have at least as much en- WILLIAM McKEAN,
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escaping injury are very slight and gives special attention
other factors which should induce peo- ity that will have the prestige of popu-datio- The public does not appreciate suf before tLe Territorial Supreme Court.
of business and united effort.
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ple within and without the city limits
ficiently the faithful and difficult ser
to vote in the affirmative on Saturday,
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but the best reason of them all is
GEORGE w. BARBER,
"Greater Santa Fe." Every voter commenting favorably on the New and be as near wreck and fire proof
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Practices in the District Court and
should go to the polls so that as good Mexican's editorial, speaking of the as modern skill can make them. If
u showing in favor of the proposition sensitiye.,ethical sense of physicians, not for the sake of the brave clerks' Supreme Courts of the Territory.
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is made as possible; to make manifest eays: then for the sake of the mail, of which Prompt attention given to all business.
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that the people of this community are
"The New Mexican is right in the large quantities are destroyed or mu Lincoln County
a unit for increasing, improving and above and its conclusions in the mat tilated in the average wreck of a mail
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advancing their city.
ter are correct. The editor of the train.
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Office: Catron Block.
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handling through the paper's columns
No so long ago, the territorial engi- Santa Fe
. New Mexico
the
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illnesses
dangerous
promi neer completed the hydrographic surThe people of eastern Mora county
are starting in early to revivify the nent local physicians. The public in vey of the Rio Hondo, a fine and useH. R. PUTNAM,
movement for a new county. At the these cases did not wait for the paper ful piece of work. The survey of the
U. S. Court Commissioner and
last session of the legislature the to appear with the news of the condi Rayado, along similar lines, is also
Conveyancer.
movement to create the county of tion of these men, but phoned the nearing completion and for those two
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
editor day or night to know the con- stream systems all the many data colo
Bent or Coronado failed but the
Correspondents asking information
Sun has begun the agitation in ditiftn, the ailment, the treatment, lected by the surveyors are now avail- concerning the Territory of New Mextime for the next legislature. It says: whether surgical or otherwise, and able. A survey of that kind should be ico promptly answered
. . New Mexico
is located almost in the names of the doctors, in charge made of the Santa Fe river from Texico
"Mosquero
three counties, Union, of the cases. To have observed the source to its mouth near Pena Blanca.
of
the corner
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
San Miguel and Mora. The distance 'ethics,' we should have had to re As the population of the Santa Fe valBonds and Investments.
from 3Iosquero to Clayton, the coun- fuse to give out in print the know! ley grows the question of water rights
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
ty seat of Union county is ninety edge we had in one instance tele and land ownership will become much
miles, to Las Vegas the county seat phoned to La Junta, to get, for the more important than today and an ac- Judicial District of New Mexico.
of San Miguel, it is one hundred and purpose of answering in print the anx curate hydrographic survey will serve Las Cruces
New Mexin
Eastern and local bank references.
ten miles, and to Mora the county ious inquiries of people whom these good purposes in fixing present boundseat of Mora county it is a distance physicians had cared for in times of aries and claims.
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lor death. And so in innumeraof one hundred miles.
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a new county as is proposed, out :;
Mining Engineer.
,.ys are the physician and his The growth and advancement of
and Treasurer of New
Secretary
a part of the three counties, each old movements public, and while regard Xew Mexico is
inemphasized by the
county would be left over a million ing all illness as more or less or a corporation of a home life insurance Mexico School of Mines.
Socorro
vfiW Mo-dollars taxable property within its private nature, the newspaper's duty
company at Roswell with capital stock
boundaries and at the same time give is plainty first to its public and sec of $200000 and a
paid up reserve of R. W.
the new county considerably over a ond to the people, who make up what $200,000.
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million dollars worth of property. that public considers
as rightful Roswell, who was in Santa Fe
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yesterThese figures are based on what is news."
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value valuatermed here a
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do business and assur- small holding, mineral and grant
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tion. That is cattle are assessed at
More than twenty teachers' instii ance is given that the
enterprise .viil plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
nine and ten dollars per head, horses tutes with an attendance not far from be
pushed to success rapidly; the retwelve and fifteen dollars per head, a thousand have met the
past three serve fund of $200,000 giving it es- grant papers and other public records
with months and have discussed the means
and everything in proportion
The New Mexico Na- on file in the U. S. Surveyor General's
two hundred dollars per capita exemp- and methods for improving' and ad- pecial strength.
tional Life Insurance Company has office..
tion. Or in other words every man's
the educational welfare of the backing it. men of standing and of revancing
assessment is reduced two hundred children of the commonwealth. It is sources
and it is entering upon a field
OSTEOPATHY
dollars. If his assessment does not a silent but a
mighty influence that in which it can be of great usefulness
amount to that much then he pays will be thus asserted
and the years to to the commonwealth.
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no tax. Thus it will be seen that tne come will show
the fruits thereof.
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The beauty of the movement is that
Monterey, Mexico, cries for help; it diseases without drusra or medirfna
' tiixable property really means about
it is not spasmodic: or intermittent, needs $100,000 to relieve the first dis- No
for consultation. Office:
but that' it will continue to gather tress and suffering that followed the No. charge
103 Palace avenue.
Hours: 9 to
posed new county Mosquero would be strength each year until there will dreadful
flood that swept down the 12 a. m, and 2 to 5 d. m. 'Phone 156.
almost exactly in the center of the not be a
single illiterate person in the river that often is only a dry arroyo.
county and the prospective county Territory unless he comes from the What
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no
but
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what
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seat,
outside. Universal and compulsory people? The airiount should be raised
this new county will be formed at education
hand in hand, but to in one day. No one need to give a
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the next meeting of the legislative as- make themgoeffective there
must be an large sum, but if every one postpones
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sembly or at the state constitutional efficient and
adequate teaching force giving the small sum he ought to give,
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convention.
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the normal institutes the amount will not be raised and the
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"The formation of the county is not
arms of charity will be palsied. Let
a1 political move but a crying neces- are providing.
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every one contribute, even if it is only
sity and to which there is practically
at Albuquerque.
The Estancia Herald urges the farm- a dime, and New Mexico especially
no opposition. On account of the
geographical lay of the land the dis- ers of the Estancia valley to make an should be speedy in the aid it ought Basket leaves Tuesday,
Returns Friday.
tribution of the inhabitants and its exhibit of their products at the Albu- to extend.
natural location, Mosquero is unani- querque fair. It is good advice; it is
for Santa Fe at Kerr
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mously conceded to be the most log- by far the best method to deny the
stories that farming in the Estancia east or west, of youth or age of settle- BarberShop;
ical site for the county seat."
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"
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The First National Bank

I

Vice-Preside-

r.

OF SANTA FE.
The oldest banking institution in New Mexico.
R. J. PALEN, President,
I. A. HUGHES,
Vice

A, H. BRODHEAD,

President.

Assistant Cashier.

ISURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

$75,000

Transacts a general banking: business in all its brancaes.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stqeks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and ItomgiA wa5ng.eaW iaikii ft&graphi&
transf erpfmoney to all parts of the civilized world on as?
liberal tennis astrje given bj any moieV;aiasmiting agency!
public ox private. Interest allowed on time deposits at thef
rate of three per centjpe.r annum on six" rnonths or year's!
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock;
and products. The bank executes all orders of its
patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them 8s liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and1
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited. "

--

,

-

;

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

A

'

Established

I

'

j

j

....

,

THE

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP.

One of

d

prerequi-communitie-

the Best Hotel in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

resi-lg00(-

,

lors-at-La-

PALACE HOTEL

Lrge
Room

Sample
for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

HOTEL
J. E. LACOME
Proprietor
Commodious Sample
;V"C
Long Distance Telephone Station.

-

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

ptm

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

-

Mos-quer-

FRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.

Runs on the European Plan!

l CORONADO

hotel

-

...

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

FIRST CLASS REST AURANT IN CONNECTION
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

one-thir-

OR

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND 75c
SPECIAL RATES

BY

'AMERICAN PLAN
THE WTCFK-

Proprietor.

BATHIKT .
W PIBSTL&SS

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER flft
TATTPO
T
T1AAW

A

SANTA:

Ft, N.

M.

.CCITITECTIOIT

Wl

CORRICK CARRIAGE :.G0.

Haek

,

V

.120

Bus

San Francisco

DIAMONDS

H. C, YONT?

RIGHT PRICES

.

.,.-4--

,

RIGHT GOODS

'I

V."

RIGHT SERVICE

--

JEWERELY

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
S46

WATCHES
Eye. Tested and
Fitted By
Up-to-

.

,

St

Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

s,

p

Jl.BO

-

NOR MAN DIE
TjjEHQTEL
J. W, PRESTON,

FIRST CLASS

SPANISH LESSONS

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths, v

8an Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N. M,

Date Method.
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The World has always been divided into two
classes-tho- se
who have saved, those who have
spent, the thrifty and the extravagant.
Jt is the savers who have built the houses, the
mills, the bridges, the railroads, the ships and
all other great works which stand for man's
advancement and happiness.
The spenders are slaves to the savers. Itis-thlaw of nature. We want you to be a saver-tin our Savings Department and be
open an account
'
independent

JN; Mi

CO

SANTA FE,

$50,000

CAPITAL

'

DIRECTORS
FRANKLIN FLICK
W. S. DAVIS.
N. Bi LAUGHLIN

OFFICERS

G.

FLICK, President.

G. FRANKLIN

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

J.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA
FREDERICK MULLER

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier.

We Can Furnish Your House in

rcne

Womnn living In rwi-- i
ted property Icukb to
Into a house of her own.
There are hundreds' of thirds
she would like to do to make her

Every

ft
home more confortahle,
(n
attractive and pleasant Nearly
saver.
every womnn is a

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY
EVERYTHING

money
and she will help you wonderfully
to pay lor a. home,

Will

Do

We will sell j on n very
hon,c on payments, whlrh
Jour rent money will make
I'on't wait. Benin now paying
for your home.
I.KT
T'8 EX PLAIN: lll'R

fi iNTKAl'T mi:

CH

K

I'

A

MO-

NK Y.

GEO. M. KIN SELL
294,

San Francisco St.

Everyone knows the quality of Kingfisher lines
tackle of a fisher
RAVI? 811
WF
II U II xi I JJ man. We carry everything in camp equipage and furniture.

It is understood that Sulrec.onllllPnd that COIlviet
pairing parts

dwellings.
1Jvan.Vn,

-

?

ot the roa(i
Architect I. H. Rapp left this after-amonnoon for RSW"11 to consult with the
1)0ard of regents and the superintend- ent of the Xew Mexico Military insti-La- s
tute s l rebuilding Lea hall which
burned to the ground yesterday.
j
Attorney and Mrs. C. R. Brice of
Carlsbad, who have many friends in
Santa Fe, have returned to Carlsbad
from a trip to Seattle and Spokane.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancv
ni ho hack in Santn t? fmm ah,.
querqe in a few days, having recover-- '
ed almost entirely from his recent ill'

FIRST

COME

FIRST

Lawn

WE FRAME

PICTURES

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
Phone

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone

No. 10

No. 10

Also Window

Fence

and door

of Stanley, southern neRSi
...
.
Santa, Fe county, editor of the Stan- ,
'
ley Index, accompanied Governor Cur-- 1 he Las
A1"
!1,'c- - arnved m
ry to Santa Fe last evening
Game and Fish Warden Thomas B. bu1"f0ue last night and spent the
"e
mrn"
Gable was detained and will not be mght,
Santa
Albuquerque
home from northern Rio Arriba county ln
Journal,
;
until this evening.
Rev- H- A- - Cooper, pastor of the
Chief Justice W. J. Mills has gone
home to Las Vegas from where he Presbyterian church at Albuquerque,
goes to Clayton, Union county, to open returned last night from a month's
cation spent on the upper Pecos, 25
next Monday.
of Santa Fe. Mr. Cooper
G.
Smith and W. H. Sutton, miles
Stanley
Albuquerque forest service men were was accompanied by Mrs. Cooper,
Pedro F. Salazar of the Espanola
among the arrivals yesterday even-- j
ing. They are quartered at the Pal- - valley who for the past four weeks,
'
ace.
has been in the city in attendance
Mrs. E. A. Mann and children have at the teachers' institute, .ajfJ--isi
arrived at Albuquerque from Alamo- - j cousin, Hilario Delgado. of tfnS city,
gordo and have taken up their home will leave tomorrow over the narrow
in the Duke City where Judge Mann gauge for Denver, Colo. Mr. Salazar
will spend two weeks there sightsee- has opened a law office.
Miss Anita Bergere and Miss Jewett ing, and will return in time for San
Fall, who had been expected this even- - Jeromi's eelebation nt. Taos; while
ing will not leave the A. B. Fall ranch Mr. Delgado will enter a commercial
at Three Rivers, Otero coun'.y, for college in that city.
Santa Fe until this evening.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince and Mrs.
A. H. Case and wife of S?n Pedro, left last
evening for New York to be
southern Santa Fe county, are visit- absent about a month.
Governor
ors in the capital. Mr. Ca'.e is super,-prince was called east suddenly on
intendent of the Santa Fe Gold and SOme important legal matters, and they
Copper Company at San Pedro.
will take advantage of the occasion
Mrs. George B. Barber of Lincoln, to attend the Triennial convention of
Lincoln county, wife of the well Mayflower descendants at
Plymouth;
known attorney, stopped over in San- 'on September 5 and 6. and the Hud-ta Fe today with her children, on her son Fulton celebration in New York.j
way north. She was registered at the Onvpmnr Prinra io nno nf
Claire.
tee in charge of the latter under an- Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott, of pointment from Mayor McClellan, on
the territorial supreme court, return-- , account of his legislative record in
ed last evening to Albuquerque, post-'xeYork from 1871 to 1877. Gover-ponin- g
his intended visit to the Pa- - nor and Mrs Prince expcct t0 return
jarito cliff dwellings on account of the to Santa Fe the beginnil)g of October,
bad roads.
.
Miss Elsie Jacobs, stenographer m
the office of Land Commissioner R. P.
Ervien, has returned from a two
KAUNE
weeks' vacation trip to Chicago and
Belvidere, 111., glad to be back in "dear
old" Santa Fe.
Nazario Lopez, of Las Vegas, arTHE LEADING
rived last night bjringing ,his son,
who will be enrolled at the Christian
Brothers' college. Sibero Lopez, a
brother of the former is also here.
They are guests at the Claire.
Mrs. Sylvestre Mirabal of San RaB
fael, Valencia county, wife of the
legislator and county school superintendent, is in town accompanied by
her daughters, Bessie, Premia and
Josephine, wrhom she will place in
school here.
Judge, and Mrs. W. H. Pope, wtio
have been staying at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Walker on Grant
avenue, left this afternoon for Clovis,
where Judge Pope will make arrangements for the holding of the first term
DOSS PATENT FLOUR
of district court later this month. They
BEST because it
will leave Clovis tomorrow for their
home at Roswell.
gives the besi results in
"Herbert Hagerman,' rormerly govbread and pastry of any
ernor of New Mexico, was here today
flour you can buy.
on his way home from an auto trip
to Colorado. He returned to El Paso
by way of the Santa Fe and left this
contaics more Gluten
evening for Torrance, where he will
make the trip to Roswell by auto."
which is the very life of
i
El Paso Herald.
th9 wheat, and which
Mr. and Mrs. Nestor Hoffman aijd
makes the bread nutritious
two children of Mayersville,
Miss.,'
Mr.
are in Santa Fe as the guests of
and WHOLESOME
and Mrs. D. S. Lowitzki of Washington
avenue. They are much delighted
with Santa Fe's cool climate which is
vitally impor
a marked contrast with the climate of
BOSS
feature
tant
their home state.
PATENT FLOUR is entiMathias Sandor and Albert A. Groll
artists of New York, who for trie
rely free from CELLULOSE
past few weeks have been at Taos

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

The Colorado

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

BERGERE. Manager for Mew Mexico.
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Come early and
get your pick
This is how
Monarch MaOeaHe Iron

Eanps
are made and put together wehavethem and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced
Let us flirure your heating and pliiiiihinjr
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

j

Hi

Good Hunting and Fishing
Makes this the most delightful resort in New Mexico
$15Qlperday,
A "T"
I E,
$8.00perweek, meale SOc.;
Transportation from Station $1.00

I" C

D
flJV

!

Foi Puithtt

.cldxess

Xnibmaa-tlo-

MRS.

H-

-

Ei BERGMANN

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.
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Resources Exposition

ALBUQUEBQOE

;

OCTOBER

11-1-

6

1909

.

m

President

JOHN B. HcMANDS,

VALLEY
RANCH

galley Baccl, Now Meiico
Address,

J. F. Miller, Prop.

-

Furnish,
Needles,
Shuttles, Bobbins
Belts etc. for ANY
Sewing Mac h i n e
Made.

cli-

fish-

ing, huntinghorseback riding, etc.
Good eating, comfortable quarters.
Consumptives positively not received.
Eight miles from Glorieta, where all
Santa Fe trains stop.

I

Needles, Shuttles and Bobbins for
use in All Makes of Sewing Machines.

NEW

Dont Forget
UjrSaid for ANY

"L MACHINE MADE

after-

are stopping at the Palace.
Yesterday afternoon, H. A. Hart,
the automobile man, drove Territorial
Engineer V. L. Sullivan, overland in
an auto going to Buckman and part
of the way along the Buckman hiU,
the trip being made for the purpose
of ascertaining necessary improvements on the road leading to the cliff
.

FES. II 'OS.

-

DEC.

I

Simple, durable, automatic.
It threads any needle itself even In the dark.
Most valuable of all attachments.
No iwbtiag, biting or cutting thread.
Up-to-da- te

The Racket Novelties
ESTATE
SURETY BOND
R EALLIFE
& FIRE INSURANCE

We
ALSO

s

HAVE A FINE LINE
OF CITY PROPERTY
FOR SALE AND RENT

t

Sme fne ranch

property close in

BKFORE INVESTING YOUR MONEY CONSULT US

WATSON & COMPANY

O
1

C- 19 SAN

FRANCISCO

SANTA FE,

i

yesterday

Patent cabinet

Just Received.

A1

noon to Santa Fe where they will remain for some time. At Taos they
found the weather disagreeable and
were unable to do much work. They

AN IDEAL PLACE FOR VACATION,

.

-

sketching, returned

Secretary.

historic surroundings, delightful
mate, magnificent scenery, fine

D is

'

f

PRESIDENT TAPT IS GOING TO BE THERE
THE GREA T SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
ALL KINDS OP NEW AND INSTRUCTIVE AMUSEMENTS
SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALL R AILROAD
W. G. TIGHT,

-

SANTA PE

Airship Will Make Daily Flight at the
29th Annual New Mexico Fair

...

SCO.

Best Flour

..

A Real

pudll

w

hills on the
lift dene, located among pine-cla- d
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

;

screens

!

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

Mower

and sprays

UNION LOCK

rt

FURNITURE.

REPAIR

of

Hose, nozzles

Agents for

-

AND

LEFT.

All Kinds
We are sole

"'V"!,?18

OF LATEST MAKE

DAVENPORTS

SERVED

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS

i

TAPESTRIES,

SolHtc.

-'

F. M, Castle,

BRUSSELS AhD
AXMINSTER
CARPETS

Mail Order

i

-

RUGS AND

HARDWARE

desir-ahl- e

claire- -

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

IN

Phone No. S3

Rent Money

guest at the Claire.
Edward, the son of Hon. Frank
Springer, is reported quite ill at his
home at Las Vegas.
E. O. Speake, feredal sheep inspector, left t( ay for Agua Verde. San
Miguel county, on official business.
'"J. W. Bailey-- , of Lawrence, Kansas,
is' In "town ' selling a line of men's
shirts. He is stopping at the Clalrp.
Postmaster W ilham. M. . Reilly of
Carrizozo, Lincoln countv, ,is ia Santa
Fe today on territorial .land business.
Sheriff C. L. Ballard of Roswell, was
the arrivals on today's noon
train. He is stopping at the Claire.
A. Mennett, grocery salesman from
Vegas, is on one of his regular
visits; He is a guest at the Palace,
C. A. Hernandez, a merchant from
Ojo Caliente, Taos county, is a visitor
in Santa Fe today. He is stopping at
the Claire.
W. E. Flanders, a St. Louis travel-- '
ing man, was among last night's ar- rivals.
He is quartered
at the

account

TRUST

About a

Y. G. Sargent and family and Mrs.
Hall will leave for Chama Friday
morning.
Col. W. S. Hopewell of Albuquerque, was a noon arrival today. He is a

WILL START

UNITED STATES BANK

1

querque.

o

AN

Li.

Attorney E. A. Johnston was a visitor in Albuqwrque yesterday.
Judge Frank W. Parker left last
evening for his home at Las Cruces.
Sheriff Julius Meyer of Estancia. is
in the caiptal on court business.
Hon. Solomon Luna has returnee
to his home at Los Lunas from Albu-

e

une Hnllar

Ask tour Wife

a
MENTION
PPPfsflNAI
I
III I 1 I I W

IN WHICH CLASS ARE YOU?

PAGE

STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

PHONE
RED

189- -

the indigestible element

of the weat.

K. S. KAUNE & GO.
THOME 2B

I

Drink
Pabst

DIGNEO &; NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

PAGE SIX.
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THE CURE F0S
SCROFULA

VV

I

ALT.

K

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

1AII.

riots and
demonstrations. Moreover, a large proportion of

The usual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarge glands of the nertc
sores and ulcers on the body, skin affections,
Lv NtmtH
IQ
7P!3
Ar
catarrhal troubles, weak
p. in. 1.45
p. m.
"
" IV)
Kfum-dAr
4.J2
l.v
ii.'Kj
l
ejes, and general poor health. The inherited poison, transmitted through
"
"
4 10
41
H.'JXl
Slaill.-3 17
the hlood. pollutes and weakens this, fluid, and in place of its nutritive
"
"
"
2.:W
6.2H4
ii
Moriarty ""
fills the circulation with scrofulous matter, which saos the
"
5 !i
61
qualities
B.ISS
2.11
."
vitality
" Kxlnurm "
"
Of the entire system. Thousands of
"
K.W.I
1.15
children, born with a scrofulous taint,
"
" li.U
"
Wilinrii
lii.in
i;.fS
",
have
j
chiSdhood
their
in
constant physical suffering, and grown to
spent
" Oilnr vali- "
" T':ti
"
110
6.244
ll.u."
...
" S.iA)
"
ti.WO
i" TorruiK-tllti
Ii.(C. a. ill.
siuuieu growm,
ana rerhaps later some disease of the bones or joints aiiyj.
S. S. S.,
developed.
"
"
"
sill
7.K)
Kansas (.'it
givaa in their early Tie, would have prevented this.
p.m. 9 '0
would have
It
:jJ5
"
1U9
a. i.
Si.
l(i.U) p. in.
tic)
cleansed and purified the blood of the taint, nourished and
" Chicago
1.17s
stengthened
H.W
a. in. 11.43 ,,
their systems, vci ass isted oach to grow into strong, healthful
manhood
b.iiii
"
31
3.7UO
Kl 1'nso
1.15
or
s.
S.
womanhood.
3.
.s
the
for
besi,
Scrofula.
"
very
113(1
remedy
1363
It goes
9.45 a. in.
I,
p. in. 7.ln
to
down
the
of
1543
"
bottom
the
cleanses
and
the circulation of all
iJ49
p. luljWJ
trouble,
.'"
6.0Up.in.
scrofulous
220
It
meittr.
the
:.ini
a, in.
Ar itoswtil) l.v
weak, diseased blood with strength
supplies
6'0Oa in.
g
and
qualities, and under the purifying effects of this great
all
of
Scrofula pass away. S. S. S. contains no minerals
Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock remedy
in a:iy fonu, and is an absolutely safe treatment for children, even infants,
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the or
person of asiy age. I iteramre about Scrofula and any medical advice
quickest time to an ' from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts t"e- THS SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
of the world. Pullr.an berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furnisheu.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent.
Laughlin Bldg.
;
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TROUBLE BETWEEN
SPAIN AND MOROCCO.

HOTEL ARRIVALS
!

St. Louis Rockv Mt. &

Aia-th-

ComDany.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1,
DAILY

Miles Krom
Des Moines

00 a. m.
10 12 a. m.
10 36 a. m.
10 60 a. m.
U 06 a. m,
11 20 a. m"
11 46 a. m.
12 20 p. m.
12 45 p. m.:
I 30 d. m.
60 p. m.

10

U

15

4
4

45
55
60
15
35
08
10
23
45

J6
6
6
7

..
7.
7.

p.
p
p.
P.
p,
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

STATIONS.
Lv. Des Moines.!
Rumaldo,
i" Dedman
" Oapulln
V igil
" Thompson

0

I
11

U
20
26

Bl
48

'

Arr.
Lv.

ag

m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
ra.
m.
ra.
m.

68
68
77

.N: M.

n.
88
88

6 30 P. ra
6 15 p. m.
4 55 p. m

49
46

4 35
4 25
3 65

29

."

24
18
7

"
Ounuingaam
ullitou House Junction!
RATON N M"
Ollfton House Junction

Arr.
"

8 30
2 65
2 30
12 25
12 05
11 40
11 06
11 15
tlO 15
9 43

0

Lv
Lv.

7
18
23
20

"

38

"

41

Lv.
Arr.
Lv

N. M.
N. M.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p
p.
p.
a.

a'

a.
a.
a.
a.

ra
m.
m.
rn
ra,
in
in,
m.
in,
m
in.
m.
m.
m,
m.

9 25
7 50 a.
7 40 a. ra.
7 25 a. in.
7 00 a. ra.

47
60
63
69

;

21

daily:

"

i

Harlan
Ute Park

89
94

Arr,
Lv.

I"

Colfax
Oerrososo
Arr
CIMARRON
Lv.
Nash

No

Raton

Preston
Koehler
" Koehler Jnot.

68

n

Miles From

Connects with E. P. & 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arrlvinj in Dawson,

N.

M., 6:15 p. m.

Connects with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. MM
a. m.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N, M,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, :08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. eV 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A S. at Des Moines, E. P 4 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northw-ster- n
Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot ftr the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Bayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo. Baidy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
.

:5

12.

J. van HOUTEN;
W. A. GORMAN,
V. Dres. and Gen MgrGen- Pass- Agent

J. DEDMVN,

Superintendent
RATON,

-

N iM.

RATON. N.

-

-

RATON.

JW- -

N, M.

VISIT

F BIT

TO THE

EAST

Now in

NEW

&

7th

NORTH

effect Via

MEXICO CENTRAL

E. P. & S. W.

A. N. BROWN
G. P. A.

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-ula- r
communication
first Monday of each
month
Mi
at
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master.

WStfT:'

4SSA

f V"

ALAN R. McCORD,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. l.
It A. M. Regular con--

z

f

vocat'on second Monday of
each moth at Masenie
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
?.-C. J. C RANDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Secretary.

i'frjf
m

.,

jf5

Santa Fe Commandery No.
K- TRegular conclave
-

-

&gJS$ fourth Monday in eack
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
H. P. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

l

Summer

n

;

J

$50.35
$44.35

$35.35

Alaska-Yukon-Pacif-

and Rock Island

For fuli particulars,
Address

MAtCNJC.

0

LOW SUMMER RATES

i

SOClETlti

J.

El Paso's

Mov. 1st to

HHTEMU

Review cf the Warfare Along ths
Palace.
African Cca'.t Opposite Pyreneean
T.
J.
Pucldo;
I.indslev,
Bryan,
Peninsu'a.
ii
St. Louis; L. A. Read.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and
s Sandor, Alliort A. Groll, New
Accepted
The following well written article
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meett
Yor'i; W. E. Smith, Antonko: A. H.
on the third Monday of each
Case and wife, San Pedro; A. Mennett from the "Review of Reviews." throws
month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Las Vegas; Margaret Harrison, Pecos; considerable light on the troubles in
V. 1. Rnrton, Louisville, Stanley G.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Spain and Morocco, and deserves careSmith, Albuquerque; W. H. Suttou, Al- ful reading:
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
buquerque.
'"By f;r the most critical period in
Claire.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
Spanish history since the Spanish-AmericaA. II. AVasum, Chicago; Mrs. George
Venerable Master.
war began in the middle of
B. Barber and children, Lincoln; C. A.
HENRY P. STEPHENS, 14th,
with the serious revolutionary
July
.
Hernandez, Ojo" Caliente; R
outbreaks against a vigorous prosecu- Secretary.
Nazario Lopez tion of the Moroccp.n
Albuquerque;
campaign. Spain,
and son Sebero Lopez, Las Vegas; W. it will be
a. p. o. e.
remembered, holds a few
E. Flanders, St. Louis: R. Lewis, AlSanta Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H.,
points on the Mediterranean coast of
holds its regular session on the
buquerque; J. W. Bailey, Lawrence, Morocco. She occupies other points
Kan.
ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
as ".Mandatory" of combined Europe,
Normandie.
month. Visiting brothers are invitee'
to ihe terms of the Algeciras
J. R. Proffit, El Paso: Thomas Whal-en- , according
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
From her position as the
(convention.
San Bernardino; WT. G. Richardson, nearest
Exalted Ruler.
i
European nation to Africa,
J. D. SENA, Secretary.
Denver; Charles F. Theiss, Youngston, with the Moroccan coast almost within
Ohio; Patricio Romero, Taos; C. C.
sight of her shores. Spain has a greatDaniels and wife. Moriarty;
F. . M. er
stake than any other nation of
Castle, Stanley; Eugenio Bores, MorEurope in the fate of the Sheriffian
iarty.
TOURIST
empire. Since the agreement of comover-giveCoronal
bined Europe at Algeciras the Spanish
TICKETS
Mrs. S. Mirabal. Bessie Mirabal,
having grave problems of
Premia Mirabal, Josephine Mirabal, government,
an economic nature to face at home
Nei Mexico Central EallroaS
San Rafael; C. W. Barnes. Fairburg,
and being perennially short of funds,
Xeb.; L. H. Ieu, Albuquerque: J. B.
IN CONNECTION WITH
has acquiesced in France's position as
Smith, Moriarty; Manuel Sanchez,
the predominant powei iu Moroccan
CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC
j affairs.
Of the points occupied
by
Spain and Morocco, the principal ones
On Sale June 1st to
MILLIONS OF ACRES
Sept.,
a stronghold opposite Gi-- I
j are Ceuta,
30th 1909.
IN CEREAL CROPS.
braltar, and Melilla, a point near the
Good Returning October 31st
j
frontier. During the past
One Source of Great Wealth in the Algerian
1909.
few ye? s Spanish military forces
States of Washington, Oregon
'
j have contended
jeniselves with main
and Idaho.
To CHICAGO ILL
taining their power in these two
to France the general
points,
leaving
L.
A.
MORRISON.
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 1. Sixty-fiv- e
million bushels of wheat, 35,000,-00- 0 policing of the country.
To ST. LOUIS MO.
"The Mediterranean shore of Morocbushels of oats and 15,000,000
TO WED AN ACTRESS.
bushels of barley is the extent of the co, known as the RifE coast, has never
grain crop predicted for Washington, been actually subdued by Spain, and
New York, Sept. 1. Following the
To KANSAS CITY MO
Tdaho and Oregon this season by mil- constant clashes with the natives have divorce from his first
wife, which will
lers and bankers who have made a marked Spanish occupancy. Behind become final tomorrow, Frank M. Anclose study of the situation in the Melilla is a mountain region occupied drews, a milionaire
architect, will
Also Special Rates
three states. The hay crop, includ- by fanatical Arab tribes, chief among shortly wed Miss Pauline
Fredericks,
LOS
To
them
the
in
ANGELES and SAN
being
Kabyles. Early
ing alfalfa, will be the largest in the
an actress residing in Roxbury, Mass.
FRANCISCO and other
history of the northwest, and in ad- July a party of Spanish workmen en- Andrews is a personal friend and busidition the growers in the Yakima val- gaged in repairing a bride near Melilla ness
points
associate of Charles P. Taft,
ley in Washington will make 15,000 were attacked by some natives and in brother of the President.
bales of hops. The crop is higtf th" fracas several Spaniards were
P. LYNG,
Mrs. Andrews, who was Miss Gerkilled. While the Riffians were preCity Freight & Passenger Agent
grade and free from defects.
trude Reynolds, of Dayton, O., is in
The wheat acreage in Washington paring to burn the bodies of their vic- Paris
with her seven year old daughis 2,122,000 acres this year, as
against tims the Spanish governor appeared ter, Jane Culberson Andrews.
in 1908, when 23,500,000 with a force of regular troops, and,
1,728,748
Mr. Andrews is one of the noted SUNG SERENADE FOR
bushels were harvested. The yield although he defeated the natives in architects of the
INVALID BOYS.
this year is estimated at from 39,000,-00- a spirited engagement, hi was forced mens of his workcountry, and speciare in the large
to 40,000,000 bushels, as against to retreat. This partial reversal of cities.
Graceful Act of the Ohio Male Chorus
38,000,000 bushels
in 1907. Oregon Spanish influence revealed the weak
Miss Fredericks is well known in
on Its Recent Trip to the
has 862,00 acres in wheat this year, condition of Spain's forces in the
Far Northwest.
as against 818,585 in 1908, and it is region, and the necessity was at once Roxbury, but her beauty and talents
have also gained her fame in New
expected the crop will be not less seen for dispatching a large force of York and London. Even since her
Spokane, Wash., Sent. 1. The Ohio
than 16,500,000 bushels. If conditions regain and hold the ground that had
some five years ago, she has male chours, composed of trained singhad been favorable throughout the been lost. General Marina was sent debut,
state the yield would be 21,000,000 to take charge of all the Spanish been famous in art circles for her ex- ers from various parts of the BuckShe has been on eye state, who passed three days in
ceptional beauty.
bushels.
Idaho will cut between
forces and to head a punitive expedi- the
seasons.
several
stage
Spokane on the way to Seattle to comand 10,000,000 bushels this tion, to which the Moors replied by
Mr. Andrews, who makes his home pete for the Welsh Eisteddfod
prize at
year, as compared with less than
attacking all the garrisons upon the at the Waldorf-Astori- a
in New York, the
exposition,
bushels in 1908. Its acreage edge of the strip of country inhabited
is 474,000, as against 414,412 a year by Europeans. It is estimated that says that he will not interfere with did a graceful act when they called at
Miss Frederick's stage career.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
ago.
from 40,000 to 50,000 natives were in
EVans here and rendered several ot
Farmers are holding their oats for arms during late July and early
their best selections for the benefit of
NEW
YORK IS "POOR PAY."
$25 a ton, which means from S29 tn August, all .actively
engaged in attheir son, Frank, an invalid, who was
S29.50 at tidewater. The
barley crop tacking Spanish outposts. Early in
New York, Sept. 1. That the city unable to attend their concerts. The
is large, with plenty of coarse grain August General Marina, findins the
for feeding later in the season Manv
of
New York is "poor pay" is the rea- singers, directed by Hugh W. Owen
troops at his command utterly inadof Cincinnati, sang a serenade as they
of the wheat ranchers believe
son
given by John Whalen for evict-tin- g
to
the
task
askthey equate
assigned them,
approached the home of the sick boy,
made a mistake m holding their crain ed for additional forces
fund
the
commission
sinking
amounting to! from
and while crowded around his couch
when it was .t the dollar mark, as 40,000 men. The
a
owned
him
building
by
today,.
ordering out of these
prices have tumbled to from 83 to 86 troops for service in Morocco instant He says the city has not paid rent for they gave a number- of folks songs,
also "Comrades in Arms" and "Annie
cents. Millers in the Inland Emnire
four years.
ly precipitated a popular upheaval of
Laurie." John F. Jones, baritone, was
do not expeit a raise until next
spring sanguinary and revolutionary propor
tne basis for this beinsr that the tions
particularly effective in his olo, "Oh;
WISCONSIN DAY.
throughout Spain, but particularfor a Burst of Song." At the close of
farmers in the Canadian northwest ly Catalonia.
The war in Morocco has
the inmpromptu concert each of the
are iutting a bumper crop and the been
with Seattle, Sept. 1. Wisconsin day
extremely unpopular
fact that Russian and Danubian coun- the
singers pressed the hands of the boy,
people of Spain not only because it was celebrated at the
whose graitude was expressed in his
are
tries
ready to ship to Eurote.
has cost a great deal of money and the
exposition today.
tear-fille- d
eyes.
lives of many soldiers and sailors, but
Don't be afraid to give Chamber- D. & R. G.
PITTSBURG EXPOSITION.
because, as it is now
generally
WRECK
charged, Spain's military activities on lain's Cough Remedy to your children.
NEAR LUMBERTON.
Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 1. Pittsburg's the Moroccan coast have been exer- It contains no opium or other harmful
annual exposition attains its majority cised largely, if not solely, in the in- drug. It always cure. For sale by all Washouts Caused
by Heavy Rains in
with the opening day of the twenty-firs- t terest of certain corrupt commercial druggists.
Northern New Mexico the Past
session, which will extend to Oc- schemes. The mining concessions in
Few Days Traffic Tied Up.
tober 23. The industrial and agri question are reported to have been
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Durango, Colo.. Sept. l. The Rio
cultural displays are excellent, and given by a pretender to the Moroccan
The undersigned, assignee, hereby Grande passenger train out of this city
the musical program is expected to throne, and Mulai Hand has announcto all creditors of The i was derailed near Lumberton. Rio Argives
attract thousands.
ed that he positively declines to ratify Tabor-Vog- t notices
a corporation, riba county, N. M. Passengers and
Company,
concessions made by a reb5l actually
on the 11th day of October, 1909, mail were transferred around the
that
PHOTO ARTISTS COMPETE.
under arms against his authority.
in the office of Catron & Gortner, in wreck. The wreck was caused by a
"With all this knowledge or rumor Santa Fe, New Mexico, he will pro- washout. No one was nurt. Rains
Richmond, Va., Sept. 1. With four
silver cups as prizes, the greatest circulating throughout Spain it is lit- ceed publicly to
adjust and allow de- whiclj have continued for several days
photographic competition ever held in tle wonder that the announcement of mands against the said estate and the have caused delays in train schedules
Dixie was opened here today by the the expedition of 40,000 men. drawn effects of the assignor.
because of rock and mud slides. The
of Vir- from all parts of the kingdom, to MoPhotographers' Association
line to Silverton Is still blocked by
IRA GRIMSHAW,
'
rocco should have precipitated the
ginia and the Carolinas.
Assignee. the slide of two weeks ago, and the
line from Telluride to Grand Junction
is in a dangerous condition.
O. D.
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the Spanish reservists are married rd
have families than is the case in other
European armies, a surprisingly large
proportion of the mob which rioted in
Barcelona and other Catalonian cities
against the sending of the troops were
women. The CatalonUns have always
been demoncratic and 'Separatist' in
spirit and at odds with the central
The army has been pargovernment.
ticularly unpopular in this section of
Spain, which is thf most progressive
and the laborers and
econmically,
factory hands of Barcelona not only
refused to go with the reserves, but
actually barricaded the roads and tore
up the railway tracks so that the men
already enrolled could not proceed to
the front.
"For several days late in July riot
and pillage, murder and outrage of the
most horrible kind devastated Barcelona, during which, on the one hand,
the garrison troops refused to fire
upon the people, and, on the other,
the populace
attacked the regulars
and burned and looted the monasteries
and convents. Martial law was proclaimed throughout the kingdom and
severe repressive measures at once
put into effect. Owing to the fact that
the Spanish press censorship in time
of popular uprising is more strict than
that in any other European country,
it has been difficult, even weeks after
the occurrences, for the outside world
to know the exact truth.
"It is a bad state of affairs. While
Spain is at war with the Moors in Morocco the Spanish government has to
go to war with its own people because
they do not approve of the war with
the Moors. There is undoubtedly an
economic awakening in the kingdom,
and it is probable that Morocco will be
needed for the industrial expansion
which will follow the economic
revival. The Moorish country is, indeed,
the logical field for Sapnish capital to
find employment in its mines, agriculture, and commerce. The Madrid
government has a very intricate problem to solve, and the young king, who
through perhaps
to sport, is
patriotic and ambitious, has before him
a situation that might baffle a much
older and more experienced ruler.
The question has apparently proved
too much for Premier Maura, who has
repeatedly endeavored to resign his
office. Senor Maura is an able lawyer
and a man of personal probity. He believes thoroughly in the need for liberal economic reforms, but has not
shown himself strong enough to successfully combat the reactionary tendencies of the old regime, which still
cling tenaciously to power in Spain."
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K, P. & S, W.

Kl Paso Texas.

Alaska-Yukon-Pacif-

TO
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana,

Nevada,

Oregon, and Washington.

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL
Via

1

Summer Tourist Rates

1 1

till in effect to all

points.

For further Information make inquiry of
B

or W. D. SHEA, T. P.
SANTA PE. N. M.

H. McBRIDE, Agent,

&

P. A.

8

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic Constipation,
Pleasant to taEe

Cleanses the system

Laxative Fruit Syrop
SOLD

BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.

It is guaranteed

PENNSYLVANIA VETERANS.
Carrick,

Veterans of
Volunteer Regiment
Association of Pennsylvania held their
annual reunion here today. Out of
1,341 original members , only about
200 are now living.
the

Sixty-thir- d

Pa., Sept.' 1.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

announced Davfs," advancing to Mo- Farland and removing bonds and bandage. "We don't want to make no
mistakes, and maybe you ain't to
blame; at least, we don't calculate
you'd run the risk of puttin' this here
gal out. Well, go ahead."
"Oh, thank you. thank you!" exclaimed Kate.
McFarland looked at her and then
at the men surrounding him. "What
am I what are you to do?" he
asked.
"You're to give her the same thing
you gave him out of this blue bottle,"
answered Fallon, passing bottle and
syringe for the inspection of the committee.
McFarland brightened up. "That's
By Edward Childs Carpenter
fair."
Doc?" laughed one.
Isn't it!" exclaimed the girl. "They
"Clipped a neat little hole right all seem to know that
tCopyright, by J. B. Lippineott Co.)
you wouldn't
through the calf," joked another.
hurt me." She looked at the commit- Dr. Bruce McFarland shook the mer"Never broke a thing," observed Falm ui citing dilute, umvi
...I, u
cury down into the bull), and, with the lon. "You'll be fit to travel on
the
committee
back sheepgrinned
to
an
turned
old
of
air
practitioner,
crutches in a couple of days."
Joe Jennings, foreman of the Bended
"I'll get good and square with Jen- ishly.
"You are satisfied that this is the
Spur gold mine. "Here," commanded nings for
declared McFarland in
drug and the syringe that I used?"
the young nhysician. "stick that un a passion. thisy
asked
them from
der your tongue, and don't bite it.'
At which the assembly laughed, and Davis. McFarland, taking
about
was
thrashing
Jennings, who
his
had
who
recovered
wits,
Jennings,
There was a chorus of "yes" from
on a cot in Fallon's hotel, snatched the
grinned and said: "In the mean time,
thermometer and flung it savagely havin' collected your tools for you, I'd Fallon and several of the men who
had witnessed the administration of
across the room. It narrowly missed be obliged fer a jab of dope."
to the late Joe Jennings.
the proprietor of that famous resort,
"All right, you idiot," retorted Mc- hypodermicsam
"Then, I
ready, dear," said the
and broke into fragments against the Farland; "doctor yourself to death, for
girl.
wall.
unplastered
all I care. Give me that blue bottle
With a blanket spread upon the
"You're a ijiot!" was Fallon's com- and the needle, Fallon."
and with his coat for a pillow,
ment. "If I was the Doc, I'd break
ground
The Irishman dug them out of the
your face."
case and examined them critically. McFarland made a couch for his wife.
The committee drew near to where
With an oath, the sick man con- "Look
here, Doc, will this dope kill she
lay, facing the west and the great
signed McFarland to eternal damna him?" he asked.
limb of the oak casting its shation. Then, growing
gaunt
indignant, he
to
not
treat
the way
"No; but that's
over
dow
her. He was pinching up
continued: "I didn't send no sheriff's
typhoid. Besides, I don't think he's
posse after him. Who the devil asked got half the pain he says he has. It the skin carefully, preparatory to inhim to hang up his shingle in the don't
the
when Davis sudgo with the disease. I believe sertingcalled needle,him to
Was anybody sick he likes
upon
stop.
denly
Spur, any way?
effect."
the
here afore he come? No, I guess not!
"No, you don't!" he cried, with a
It was decided, however, that since
And now Wally's down with the pip,
were assured that the hypoder- catch in his voice. "You'll take that
Carson's kids has the measles, and all they
mic injections, given in moderation, dope yourself." And, strangely enough,
hell's broke loose in my interior."
would not kill the patient, he should the committee agreed with him to a
"You'd better quit the job," advised have
them whenever the pain became man.
Fallon, addressing
McFarland, who intense.
The girl protested that, she had abwas bending over his surgical case.
In five days Jennings was dead; and solutely no fear, but Davis would hear
"Not yet," returned the doctor, as on
the day after his demise a vigilance of nothing now but that McFarland
he uncorcek a small blue bottle and
committee, composed of friends of the himself should be given the hypoderloaded a
syringe. "I'm late mine foreman, waited upon Dr. mic. So it was that he changed places
going to give him a hypodermic injec- Bruce McFarland. It was
very clear with his wife, and she very daintily,
tion of morphine."
to the committee that he had hypoder-mlcall- and not a little frightened, administ "Morphine? That's poison! Ain't it
poisoned Jennings, in revenge tered the injection to him.
dangerous?" queried the Irishman.
"How long will it be before you
for that shot through the leg. Had
"Yes, but not in the quantity I'm
not heard him declare that he come out o' that, Doc?" asked Fallon,
they
using."
as McFarland lay back on the blanket,
would get even?
Jennings was suffering too much to
About a mile from the camp, and a smiling at the girl who sat on the
notice the action of McFarland, who
hundred yards from the trail, stood a grass beside him. her hand in his.
deftly caught the miner's wrist and
"Three or four hours at the most,"
great blasted oak, pointing a solitary
jabbed the needle under the bronzed bare
limb southward. In the distance was the reply.
skin.
looked like a
The committee put in the time playWith a howl of pain, Jennings struck this tree
scarecrow.
committee ing three-carmonte. They became
at the physician, who warded off the found the The tovigilance
its liking. They so interested in their game that it was
spot
blow and pinned his patient's arms
to the cot. "If you've got sense enough placed McFarland under the gaunt nearly five o'clock, by Fallon's Water- to keep quiet for a few minutes," he limb, threw a noose over it, and fast- bury, when they threw down their
cards.
remarked calmly, "you'll feel a lot bet- ened it about his neck.
"If you've got anything to say, say
"Ain't it time he was wakin up?"
ter. You're a sick man, and this nonsense will only make you worse. It it quick," enjoined Davis, chairman of queried Davis, strolling over to the
"It's noon, an' your girl.
looks like typhoid," he added, after a the committee.
time's
uy."
She knew quite a little about medilittle, releasing his hold.
McFarland moistened his dry lips cine,
Jennings became quiet and soon
having quizzed McFarland in his
with his tongue, and began: "I know student
days, and now, with a pretty
passed off into a doze.
"Joe's. thepopuiarest man in the there's nothing that I can say which professional air, she felt of his pulse.
will convince you of my innocence; It was
.full, slow and strong. She
Spur," commented Fallon, making for
the door. "Do your best for him, Doc. but I could prove it if you'd give me also noted that Lis respiration was
I'm goin' down to the bar to tell the a chance. I propose to give myself slow and deep. "I'm afraid that might
the same sort of an injection as I gave have been a very large dose, and he's
boys how he's doin'."
not very strong," she returned, a trifle
McFarland sat by the window, look- Jennings. What do you say?"
Without waiting to hear the commit- anxiously. "The effect may not pass
ing absently over the mountains,
Fallon started back to off for an hour yet."
thinking of his bride of six months, tee's decision,
left behind in Denver. Presently he the camp on a run. In the mean time
The committee dealt another hand
took a letter from his pocket and read there was a heated discussion of
around.
proposition, but the majority
it through. The last paragraph worThe girl kept her fingers on McFarvoted against its acceptance.
ried him. It ran:
land's wrist.
"We've come to the conclusion," anYou have been gone a month now, long
As the sun dropped lower in the
enough to know if the place is fit for me. nounced Davis, "that this proposition
a look of great anxiety spread
west,
,3ut I shall try to be patient and wait a of yours is square enough, only we over Kate's
features. Bruce's pulse
week longer. Then, if you do not come
think that you'd a durn sight rather grew
to me, I shall go to you.
more rapid; his respiradie with the dope than accordin' to tions feebler,
Your lonely one,
became
distant, slower, and imKATHARINE.
And, not to be short with
and were interrupted by inHe was still Intent upon his letter regulations.
perfect,
you, I'd remark that we opine as hang-i- tervals of almost death-likquiet. The
"when Jennings stirred.
The young
is jist about good enough for you."
became frightened. She tried to
girl
man went to the cot. Conscious, but
As Davis fastened a handkerchief
still under the calming influence of the about McFarland's eyes, the rattle of rouse her husband. The men left their
to wheels and the drum of hoofs, coming cards and stood around her, looking
drug, the miner permitted him
solemnly down at McFarland's pallid
make a thorough examination.
from the direction of camp, startled face.
Yes, it s typhoid," he muttered. the committee for a moment.
They
"Can't you wake him?" asked Davis.
"No more morphine. The disease must
concluded, however, that it must be
she sobbed.
run its course without further medica
Fallon, who, in haste to return, had
Fallon ran to a near-bbrook and
tion."
doubtless pressed a mule team into
his hat, dashed the water into
filling
McFarland had no sooner made this service. In
were
this surmise they
Bruce's face.
decision than Jennings, again con
correct, but, to their astonishment, he
Davis laid his ear to McFarland's
vulsed with pain, begged for another did not come alone. Beside him sat a
hypodermic. When it was refused him dainty little woman such a one as breast. Then he rose and, with a sigh,
he reached to a chair close by his cot, had never before invaded the district turned away. Fallon bent over the
still figure, vainly seeking for some
fumbled among his clothes, and pro of Bended
Spur clinging tightly to show of life. Finally he looked up at
duced a
.
As the team swung his
his driving-armcompanions and shook his head.
"Look here, young feller," he threat
from the trail, she jumped
clattering
It was a remorseful vigilance comened, propping himself up on one el from the wagon and ran toward the
mittee that drew aside and consulted
bow and leveling the pistol, "if you committee.
as to what should be done. Fallon's
don't give me one of them doses quick
"No fool gal ain't goin' to butt into
er than I can count ten, I'll give you a this
suggestion that he take the girl to
adremarked
Davis,
ceremony,"
wife and leave the committee to
his
pill that ain't in no way calculated to
vancing to meet her.
bear
the body to the shack was
health."
your
preserve
Fallon, with the surgical case in his adopted. But when he asked Kate to
Mciarland shook his head and
hand, pushed his way through the
laughed. "You can't bully me. old group. The girl looked up at his ap- go with him, she refused, and begged
them to leave her alone.
man!"
and said timorously: "Tell
"Are you goin' to give me that hy- pearance
They left her then, Fallon promising
them.!"
others that in a little while he
the
per thing?"
"This is McFarland's wife," he an- would return with his wife.
"No."
.
McFarland almost felt the brush of nounced. The men looked from one
the other grimly. "She came up
a bullet and was deafened by a pistol to
The sun flung a long russet trail
shot. He was only assured that he in the stage. She was waitin' in his across the plain and up the mountain
in
when
him
broke
I
for the
was not dead when he heard Jenning's shack for
slope, enveloping the form of the man,
mirthful comment, "That's about at dope. I I told her."
like one asleep, upon the greenlying,
Davis touched the girl's shoulder.
close as I can come without hittin'."
and the girl who knelt silently
sward,
The smoke had mostly cleared awaj "It's tough, little girl," he muttered, beside him, staring with wild, dry eyes
when Fallon rushed into the room. Ho "but ah, Fallon, take her away."
into that pale face.
She seized Davis, and his cold gray
was amazed to see McFarland adminNature was effecting a change in the
shifted under the appealing look
the day was dying. Nature
istering an injection to the belliger- eyes
landscape;
ones.
enblue
she
in
her
"No, no,"
ent patient. In ten minutes Jennings
a change in the
also
was
effecting
treated. "Listen! You you believe
was asleep again.
he was returning to life. And
man;
well!
but
did
this
he
very
thing
you
"I've had enough of this, Fallon,"
from a period of suspendshould give him a chance to to prove that return
snapped the young man, packing his
caused
ed
by the overdose of morlife,
innocence."
surgical case. "I don't propose to prac- his
as
was
gradual as the passing
phine,
him
let
can't
himself
"We
no
give
tice medicine under mob rule."
of
the
day.
"That'd be
Fallon sighed. "I don't blame you, dope," returned Davis.
With returning consciousness, the
got to to go
but if I calls at the shack, Doc, you'll cheatin' justice. He's
man opened his eyes. The first object
We
decided
that."
way.
the
regulation
me
advise
concernin' them baths and
"Of course, of course," she ex- they beheld was the girl,, her head
feedln' fer him, won't you?"
claimed readily; "but I've a better haloed with the lingering light. There
"Oh, I'll do whatever I can in that
was ecstatic wonder madness, almost
line as long as I stay, but I won't an- plan. Ask him if he is willing to give
in the look she fixed upon him; and
of
an
such
me
aa
injection
morphine,
swer, for the result."
so
still she knelt there that, but for
to kill your
It was in an unhappy state of mind you believe he. used
the
lips,
quivering of her
effect
and
let
its
deme
upon
that McFarland returned to his cab- friend;
have thought her some glormust
he
shall
do
you
terminewhatwhat
was
no use in trying
in. Clearly there
ious image, like those niched in catheto establish a practice in Bended Spur. 'with him."
But he found, when his
he
Kate!"
"Kate!
murmured, and dral aisles.
He would get out as soon as he had
arms were about her and her head
cord
which
the
bound
at
his
tugged
the storekeeper's child cured of
was on his shoulder, that she was only
measles. Calculating that he might wrists behind him.
".. ,
.
.
"We've decided to let you try it on." a woman.
set a letter off by the stage, which left
5

The Miracle at

that afternoon, he wrote a hasty note
to his wile, sajing that she might Ex
pect him in Denver by the end of the
week. But this letter was not mailed.
As McFarland approached the postot-ficwhich stood across the road from
Fallon's, Jennings, whose cot commanded a view of the thoroughfare,
caught sight of his physician, and, in
a deilriuui, seized his pistol and. more
by accident than skill, shot McFarland
through the leg. The sound of the
shot urought Fallon and the loafers at
the bar to the door. They picked the
wounded man up and carried him into
Jenning's room. There they laid him
upon a cot beside that of the sick miner, and dressed his wound.
"Good shot for a loony man, eh,

J
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FOR RENT, OR
J. B. Sloan.

SALE-typewrit-

mueK needless pain when they delay using Cardui

tor their female troubles. Uardui has been found to
relieve headache, backache, pain in the side and diz
ziness arising trom deranged organs. It does more
than relieve, if used persistently, many have writ
ten to say tnat it cured them.

TAKEN3

"

WANTED A position by a young
woman. Address the New Mexican.
FOR

SALE- - School

RClHKJ

DM

Supplies.
Company.

and

books

Stripling-Burrow-

&

s

FOR SALE Good
uprtpht piano
Inquire at Wagner Furniture Company

(tore.

11

needle-pointe- d

y

one-arme-

d

n'

e

"N-o!- "

y

r.

I

half-parte-

s

i

A goo a

Leave orders for Auto at Postal
Telegraph Co.'s Office. Phone 70.

,

v

--

er,

d

J

It Will Help You

LOST

37

Mrs. Maxwell Johnson, Tampa, Fla., writes: "CarrluT cured
me after doctors and everything else had failed. I had been Buffering with numb spells ever since I was 16 years old. One day I
decided to take Cardui. I have now taken 5 bottles and I can say
that it ha3 cured me. I advise ail suffering women to give Cardui
a long and fair trial."
Mrs. Johnson suffered years. Have you? Do you wish to?
But why Buffer at all? Take Cardui. Give it a fair triaL

AT ALL DRUG

FOR SALE One
almost
Storey & Clark piano. Easy
Apply New Mexican.
FOR RENT 216 Cathedral Place.
Five rooms, electric light, heating
.
r
i
l
i
t
in
piani anuj pi;icna. mquiie ivoi raiaca
avenue.
.

I

STORES

FOR SALE A seconc-TiatK- ,
steam
boiler In good condition. It wlil ba
Ap'-ldisposed of at very low
to the Sew H Mete Printing Company.

v..

2

UNITED STATES AND
JAPAN WERE ONE.

BASEBALL

In Geologic Ages Past Land Connected the Two Countries so Scien-

FOR

-

.

lots

on

Don

Voss-Barbe-

e

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
No. 6518.

James W. Norment. Plaintiff, vs.
Frank Dibert. Defendant.
In the District Court of the First Judicial District of New Mexico, for the
County of Santa Fe.
The said defendant, Frank Dibert,
is hereby notified that a complaint has
been filed against him in the district
court for the County of Santa Fe. Ter- ritory aforesaid, that being the court
in which said case is pending, by said
plaintiff, James W. Norment, the generai object of said action being the
partition of certain lands and premises,

.

described as follows,
A certain piece of land situated in
ward four (4) and precinct eighteen
ns nf the ronntv of Santa Fe and
Territory of New Mexico, bounded and
Begin
described as follows,
ning at the northeast corner of the
Palace hotel lands where the same intersects the land of J. A. Wood, and
thence northwesterly along said land
of J. A. Wood and H. F. Stephens and
lands of the plaintiff to a point where
an Acequia formerly ran along the
westerly side of said land in question,
and thence southerly along land now
or formerly of C. M. Gallegos to land
of Palace hotel, thence easterly along
said land of Palace hotel to point of
beginning. Bounded on the north by
lands of H. F. Stephens and plaintiff,
on the south by land of Palace hotel,
on the east by land of J. A. Wood, on
the west by land? of plaintiff and land
now or formerly of C. M. Gallegos.
Also a piece of land situate in wari
to-wi- t:

I

I
I

to-wi-t:

j
j
j

j

d

Pacific

SALESMEN WANTED We want
first class experienced salesmen to "".11
our line of leather and saddlery gods
in New Mexico; one familiar with the
line preferred. Send reference with application. A good proposition for the
Manufacturright man.
ing Company Tanners and Manufacturers of Saddlery, Little Rock, Arkansas.

'

east-boun-

Two

Address R. G. Gortner, 718
Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

National League.
Won. Lost. P. C.

Spokane, Wash., Sept. 1. Professor Pittsburg
8G
32
.729
T. A. Bonser. a member of the faculty
38
79
.075
Chicago
at Spokane College has made a "find" New York
69
46
.600
of importance to scientists the world Cincinnati
59
.513
56
ovxer by the discovery of a Oeinkgo
36
CI
.479
Philadelphia
leaf in a deep cut near this city. He St. Louis
45
.3S5
72
declares this confirms th3 theory that
41
76
.350
Brooklyn
North America and Japan were con- Boston
32
.271
86
nected by land centuries ago, adding:
American League.
"The Geinkgo has a rare distinction
Won. Lost. P. C.
in
it
is
without
that
any
among plants
77
43
.642
Detroit
near relatives. There is only one
74
37
.612
Philadelphia
extant
one
of
it
species
genus and
73
50
.594
Boston
and this one found only in Japan.
02
.504
61
While to the layman the finding of Cleveland
60
60
.500
Chicago
the Geinkgo, buried deep In soil near
54 . 66
New
.450
York
to
Spokane, means little or nothing,
.....50 68 .424
the scientists this is a very import- St. Louis
33
88
.273
Washington
ant discovery, as it confirms the
Western
League.
that
of
minds
the
brightest
theory
Won. Lost. P. C.
some time in the dim past this con 71
48
Des
Moines
.597
were
connected
tinent and Jaiian
by '
71
597
48
sioux Citl'
land.
64
.
.538
.
55
Omaha
as
Professor Bonsor believes that
60
56
517
soon as the news of his discovery is Topeka . .
60
492
58
snven
world
. - . , some of the fore- - Denver . . .
in
' " tho
'
f - '
58
.482
62
most scientists in the country will Wichita
.420
69
,50
come to this part of the northwest to Pueblo .
77
.350
Lincoln
,43
Columin
on
the
work
research
carry
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
bia basin and the nearDy hills.
National League.
at Boston.
Pittsburg
LARGE FUND IS RAISED.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
The following is a report of what
Chicago at Brooklyn.
has been collected for monument for
St. Louis at New York.
Brother Botulph:
American League.
Amount on hand already coat St. Louis.
Washington
names
llected and
previously
at Chicago.
Philadelphia
. . $128.25
Mexican
New
in
published
New
York
at
Cleveland.
5.00
Co.
.
&
H. S. Kaune
Boston at Detroit.
5.00
L. A. Hughes
Western League.
5.00
Frederico Valdez
Omaha at Topeka.
5.00
N. Salmon
T
Lincoln at Pueblo.
5.00
Gilberto Mirabal
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
5.00
. . .
H. B. Cartwright & Bro.
National League.
5.00
. . .
Seligman Bros. Co
Pittsburg 7; Boston 2.
5.00
. . .
G. W. Armijo
Chicago 2; New York 0.
5.00
. . .
Frank A. Chavez
Cincinnati 9; Brooklyn 4.
5.00
. . .
Manuel Delgado
Philaedlphia 11; St. Louis 6.
5.00
Celso Lopez
American League.
3.00
Alexander Read .
Cleveland 1, 2; New York 4, 1.
3.00
George Mignardot
Detroit 7; Boston 4.
3.00!
Emile Mignardot .
St. Louis 1; Washington 3.
2.00;
Patrocinio Lopez .
2; Philadelphia 0.
Chicago
2.00!
.
Adolfo Selisman
Western League.
1.00
W. G. Sargent . .
Des Moines 5, 1; Wichita 2, 11.
i.oo
Gavino Ortiz . . .
Pueblo 7; Lincoln 0.
1.00
Jose A. Rivera . .
Sioux City 7; Denver 3.
i.oo
Jose D. Garcia . . .
Omaha 4; Topeka 0.
1.00
Juan B. Valdez . .
Pacific Coast League.
1.00
Manuel Armiio . .
Oakland 3; Los Angeles 0.
Vernon 6; Portland 1.
$202.25
Total amount
Sacramento 10; San Francisco 1.
FLAVIO SILVA,
American Association.
Chairman.
Kansas City 3, 1; Minneapolis 1, 0
Milwaukee 5; St. Paul 1.
A Traveling Man's Experience.
Toledo 3; Louisville 4.
"I must tell you my experience on an
Indianapolis 8; Columbus 7.
O. R. & N R. R. train from
'

SALE

Caspar avenue. Also 100x300 feet adjoining Boyle's orchard on the east.

HOW THEY STAND.

tist Claims.

Gold rimmed
glasses. ReC. A. Haynes and receive

turn to Mrs,
reward.

four (4) precinct eighteen (18) beginning at a point where Bullis street inBartl?tt street.
tersects
running
thence in a westerly direction along
the north side of Bullis street, to land
now or formely of Helen M. Thornton,
thence northerly along the east line of
said mentioned tract to the foot of the
hill, thence easterly along the foot of
the hill and on the south side of the
land owned now or formerly by Rafael
Chaves and Ignacio Maes to the intersection of Hillside avenue, thence
southeasterly along the south side of
Hillside avenue to where it intersects
Bartlett street, thence south along the
'
east side of Bartlett street to point of
j

Pendleton to Le Grande, Ore." writes
SPANISH VETERANS.
Sam A. Garber, a well known travel
Boston, Sept. 1. Boston and New beginning.
ing man. "I was in the smoking de
The plaintiff prays that the aoove
partment with some other traveling English Spanish war veterans left
lands and premises may be
described
men when one of them went out into today for Tacoma, Wash., where the
annual
be
national
will
by decree or court Detween
partitioned
encampment
the coach and came back and said,
the parties according to their re- 'There is a woman sick unto death in held.
'
spective interests therein, and further,
the car.' I at once got up and went
The New Mexican Printing com- if partition cannot be made without
out, found her very ill with cramp
the said
colic, her hands and arms were drawn Panv has prepared civil and criminal prejudice to the owners that
- lands may he ordered sold by the court
dockets
for
use
of
the
jusespecially
not
could
so
them,
you
straighten
up
and with a death like look on her face. tices of tne Peace. They are especial- and the proceeds divided between the
Two or three ladies were working with ly ruled. with printed headings, in parties, as will more fully appear by
her and giving her whisky. I went to either Spanish or English, made of- reference to the complaint filed in said
record paper, strongly and dur- cause. And that unless you enter your
my suit case and got my bottle of.Sood
bound, with leather back and appearance in said cause on or before
aWy
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarand canvaa sides hal1 fu the 12th day of October. A. D. 1909,
coyers,
travel
without
never
rhoea Remedy (I
m
Index
front and the fees of 3ustices judgment will be rendered against you
it) ran to the water tank; put a
h Peac
and constables printed by default.
in
medicine
the
of
the
double dose
The pages
ftthf
john w. Mayes. Esq.. or Santa Fe,
glass, poured some water into It and in
books are New Mexico ls attorner 0f record for
These
I
had.are,10
a pencil; then
stirred
the plaIntIffquite a time to get the ladies to tat
In Witnes Wheref 1 haVe
me give it to her, but I succeeded. 1:
otJ2,
Lh r TSS unt0
tb9
set my hand and the seal
I
could at once see the effect and,l
NW
C0Urt
Said
at
Fe'
Santa
the? are
worked with her. hubbing her hands, criminal. To 'SuSSL
.
r lona
.
,.. .
t, lo 9,tll
t
ana m xiweniy
lumuies i save uei- au i,
W.
ELMER
MARSH,
(Seal.)
other dose. By this time we were al Civil or Criminal
$2.75
Clerk.
most into Le Grande, where I was to Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
leave the train. I gave the bottle to
For 45 cents additional for a sinsrle
For a Sprained Ankle.
the husband to be used in case another docket, or 55 cents additional for a
dose should be needed, but by the time combination docket, they will be sent ' A sprained ankle may be cured in
the time usually
the train ran into Le Grande she was Dy man or prepaid express. Cash in about
right, and I received the thanks fun must accompany order. State quired, by applying Chamberlain's
of every passenger in the car." For 'plainly whether English or Spanish Pain Balm freely, and giving it
solute rest. For sale by all druggists.
by all druggists.
printed heading is wanted.
,
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

PHONE
NO. 92.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

PHONE
NO. 92.

SIMPLE WEDDING AT
THE CATHEDRAL.

SUPREME COURT
HAS ADJOURNED.

ature 65 degrees. Departure from
normal 0 degrees. Relative humidity
at 6 a. m. 79 per cent. Relative humidity at 6 p. in. 32 per cent. Relative
humidity, average for the day, 56 per
cent. Lowest temperature during last
night 56 degrees. Precipitation for
the 24 hours ending at 6 a. m. today 0 of an inch. Temperature at

1, 1909.

from Page One.)

Pueblo, Colorado, Young Man, Takes
for Bride One of Santa Fe's
Fair Daughters.
the judge shall by order extend the ;
Colo., Sept. 1.
Denver,
time for settling such bill of excep- - , Orin F. Smith, of Pueblo, Colo., a
Weather forecast for New
popular bricklayer employed at the
tionj.
i'exieo: Partly cloudy tonight
the time new Sanitarium now nearing compleSuch order extending
and Thursday with stationary
6 a. ni. today 57 degrees.
must, to be effectual, be made during tion, was married at 7 o'clock this
temperature.
the time the court could act upon morning 'at the Cathedral, by Vicar
such bill of exceptions without such General Antonio Fourchegu, to Miss
BOARD
IMPORTANT
For school books and school supplies
not less than ten days Jennie Garcia, step daughter of Gaorder,
APPOINTMENTS.!
& Company.
go to Stripling-Burrow- s
of Albuquerque, a charmj briel Armijo
before the first day of such term.
Sold Out Undertaking Business
J.
an appeal is docketed to ing young woman with many friends
Where
from
(Continued
One.)
Page
D. Mulligan,
an undertaker from
one term of this court and is there-upo- in this city. There were a number
Leadville, Colo., has bought out L. F.
dismissed and a second appeal cf witnesses to the beautiful cereAlbuquerque so that construction work
Montenie, who will go to Oklahoma for can commence
to the succeeding term, the mony which united these two young
sued
out
by next month.
a 15 days' vacation trip, after which
Territorial Engineer former is the term at which said people for life. This evening a reTomorrow,
he will return to Santa Fe and take up
ception will be tendered the couple at
Vernon L. Sullivan will go to Silver cause is first docketed within the
a new line of business.
of Section 896, and a bill of the home of the grandmother, 116
meaning
close
of
to
the
up
rights
securing
Asks for Divorce Simon Salazar City
ten days be-- : Ortiz street. For the present, Mr.
of way for the Mosollon road and look exceptions settled after
has filed suit for divorce at Albuquer- after
will
stricken outj and Mrs. Smith will reside in Santa
be
term
fore
such
irrigation matters. Work on the
que against Gregoria Lucero de Sala- Mogollon road is also to commence im-- 1 unless an order made at least ten Fe. Their many friends congratulate
them heartily and extend wishes for
zar, ou ground of abandonment.
and Engineer Sullivan ex-- , days before such term hasbillenlarged
exof
their happiness.
The Baby Show at the opera house mediately
such
for
time
the
settling
pects to make arrangements for this
is the hit of the season.
The pic- while
Silver City. Similarly, he will ceptions.
at
tures the best, the baseball song takes
The act of March 21. 1901, (L. 1901, INQUIRY OF A MAN .
make arrangements at Carrizozo to
NAMED YOUNG.
the cake.
PHONE
99), while extending the time
Chap.
to
the
roads
good
complete
survey
NO. 92.
in certain
Chief
Pedro Telles
the
Police
Shot and Killed
of
is in receipt of
Sena
record
for
perfecting
Roswell and for the commencement
1
Pedro Telles was shot and killed yesnot enlarge the time for a telesram from Hannibal, Mo., ask-of active work. He will also 20 to cases does
which ing for a man named Young, brother
bills of exception,
terday at Juarez and Nicolas Estrada Carlsbad before
returning to look after settling
l'""''l'IIIBlWHHIHlir
is in jail to answer for the crime.
of a man who had been killed by a
still remain governed by C. L. 896.
a number of important irrigation mat-- ,
in train near Hannibal. The telegram
Resident
instructions
refused
Death of Albuquerque
Requested
j
ters and also the good roads work.
a says: "I understand that Young's
a criminal case do not become
Patricio Duranes, aged 45, for 20 years
Deputy Coal Oil Inspector, part of the record by virtue of C. L. brother lives about 40 miles from Sana resident of Albuquerque, died yester- Appointed
Coal Oil Inspector S. B. Grimshaw 2997
providing that "all instructions ta Fe. It is said he Is very wealthy.
day. His wife and two brothers surappointed O. A. Bell, deputy coal demanded must be filed and shall be- The
today
vive.
body will be held just as long as
oil inspector at El Paso, Texas, vice come a
of the record." To be- possible in the hope of locating some
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Palpart
Earle Choate. resigned.
come subject to review they must be of the folks. Your assistance in locatace L. E. Flanders, Chicago ; D. F.
Dut-tomade a part of the record by bill of ing the brother will be appreciated. A.
C.
F.
Thomas, Roswell. Claire
CORPORATIONS MUST
N. Willsie, superintendent of the ChiDenver; C. L. Ballard, Roswell;
PAY THAT TAX. exceptions.
The allocutus is not necessary in cago, Burlington and Quincy RailW. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque.
criminal cases not capital.
road."
Big Real Estate Deal It is reported
Decisions by Judge Robert
Important
The appellant was indicted in 1902,
today that Dr. J. M. Diaz has bought
E. Lewis in Federal Court at
on the charge of altering two instruthe Delgado business block on the
Denver This Week.
ments in connection with the 1900"
west side of the jjlaza. The consideracensus.
tion is said to be $15,000.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 1 Judge Rob
Territory vs. Valles.
Annual Temperance Union Meeting ert E. Lewis in the federal district
MONEYS AND METALS.
In case No. 1247, Territory of New
annual convention court
New York, Sept. 1. Amal. 831-8- ;
The twenty-sixtthat
ruled
applicants Mexico, appellee, vs. Emilio Valles,
yesterday
117
N. Y. C. 137
of the Women's Christian Temperance
Penn.
for homesteads could not be held for appellant, the judgment of conviction Atch
1401-8- ;
S. P. 128
U. P. 200
Union of New Mexico will be held
falsehoods
to
when
swearing
perjury
of the court below was affirmed. It
at Tucumcari on September
on making final proof. Some attorneys was an appeal from the district court Steel 77; pfd.125 bid.
New York, Sept. 1. Call money
More Laborers Admitted
At the
hold that the effect of his ruling is for Socorro county. The opinion is
firm 2l-2- ;
prime paper
immigrant station at El Paso, Tex.. practically a reversal or a ruling a year
by Associate Justice A. W. Cooley. Mexican dollars 44.
yesterday, 98 laborers from Mexico ago by Judge Lewis.
The appellant was convicted before New
were admitted and were sent out to
York, Sept. 1. Lead, steady
The court termed the oath exacted Associate Justice F. W. Parker, of
Texas.
'
$4.35(8? 4.40; copper, steady standard
railroad construction camps in
as
an
"extra
at the time of final proof
a mule, belonging to Matias
$12.5012.75; October, $12.60
Daylight Train to El Paso For the judicial" oath and that perjury could stealing
administrator of Ambrocio spot,
Contreras,
third time it is officially reported that
silver 51
12.85;
not be based upon such an oath. Hej Gonzales, deceased. The appellant
WOOL MARKET.
a daylight train will be put on by
that witnesses
urged as error that the indictment
St.
the Santa Fe between Albuquerque held, however,
Mo.,
Louis,
Sept. 1. Wool,
final charges the ownership of the mule
at the time of
western mediand
and El Paso. This time the service ing falsely be held on making
territory
a perjury ( in the administrator and that the in- steady;
j proof could
is to begin by September 15.
fine mediums,
ums,
2328;
2224;
dictment does not sufficiently describe
charge.
I
Will Take Horse Thief to Texas
a result of this decision the gov-- the property. He also objected to fine, 1219i
As
Phone No. 4.
LARD AND RIBS.
Phone No. 4
ernment lawyers will attack the ruling the admission of testimony as to the GRAIN, PORK,
to ...
Do
n
111..
Chicago,
Sept. 1. Close-W- heat
fednature
of
before
brand.
matter
the
the
with him Will Morrison, charged with and carry the
97
Dec. 93
Sept.
court for final adjudicaeral
Gallegos vs. Sandoval.
Dec. 57.
Cam Sept. 65
stealing horses from a ranch- near tion. supreme
GalleIn
No.
case
Donaciano
1231,
was arMorrison
Amarillo, Texas.
Dec. 37
OatsSept. 36
If a decision by Judge R. E. Lewis gos, appellee, vs. E. M. Sandoval, aprested nt San Jon. Ouav countv.
Pork Sept. $22.80; Jan. $17.70.
Bernalillo
the
from
county,
at the reg- - of tne United States court. upholding n pellant,
Meet Tonight-Ton- ight
Lard Sept. $12.27
Jan. S1C.50.
flat tax law o Colorado is sustain-ica- judgment of the court below, is afular meeting place the Spanish-Amer-,th- e
Ribs Sept. $11.82
Jan .$9.37
in
firmed.
case
was
twice
The
tried
Alliance will hold its regular ed on an appeal which undoubtedly
- the district court
of
out
and
Railgrew
will
Fe
Santa
the
be
taken
by
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
LIVE STOCK.
meeting. There is business of great
the seizure
Sandoval, then sheriff,
'
1. Cattle Receipts
Screened Raton Lump
importance to be transacted and ev- - i road. wnich brought the test case, the of certain by
Chicago,
$4.50 per ton
Sept.
personal property belonging 10,000. Market 10
ery member is urgently requested to state "wui proceed at once 10 a general to
Monero
5.25
higher. Beeves
an
to
execution
appellee,
satisfy
enforcement of the law.
be on hand.
Texas
steers
$4.258.00;
$4.155.40;
6.00"
' At the
secretary of state's office it in favor of Michael Mandel of Albu- western steers $4.406.40:
stockers
Special Election at Roswell Only
for
and
querque. Judgment
damages
Anthracite Coal all sizes d
303 votes for and 33 votes against is-- ws stated that Colorado should
Sawed Wood and Kindling
d feeders $3.255.20;
r
cows
and
an- - $500 were given against Sandoval.
heifers $2.256.40; ' calves $6.50
$125,000 for court house bonds ceive a revenue of nearly $500,000
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
Smithing Coal
e nat tax on corporawere cast at Roswell at the special nuallv "om
9.25;
DESTRUCTIVE FIRE AT
election and it is feared that the out- tions. This would make the tax one
Sheep
Receipts 28,000. Market
MILITARY
INSTITUTE.
Westerns
the
side
defeated
have
prop- of the most lucrative of revenue for
steady.
$3.804.75; yearprecincts
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.
Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.
the state.
osition.
lings $4.505.70; western lambs $4.75
Lea
Hall
Entaili
Flames
Swept by
ig
The law has been the subject of lit7.85.
Granted The
Marriage Licenses
Loss of $23,000 Will Be Re-- ,
Inwas
enacted.
since
ever
it
igation
Kansas City, Sept. 1. Cattle Rehas
W.
Armijo,
probate clerk, George
constructed.
of the records of corporagranted the following marriage li- vestigation
Fire yesterday destroyed Lea hall, ceipts 17,000. Market strong to 10
tions
the
by
secretary of state and his one of the
Native
to
steers $4.257.85;
censes:
26,
Pedro Ortega, aged
&
buildings of the New Mex- higher.
steers
southern
southern
Genoveva Blea. aged 22; Antonio assistants snow tnai an enormous
$3.254.65;
enue should e collected they say, and ico. Military Institute at Roswell. The cows $2.404.00. native cows and
to
Gavina
Maes,
48,
aged
aged
loss
is
with
of
of
insurance
$23,000
work
in
our
line
done
to
order
Every Description
tnejr reSard tne decision by Judge
$2.256..5; stockers and feed24, both of Cienega.
The cause of the fire is un- heifers
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
ers $2.755.25;
bulls $2.753.75;
A complete line of school books and Lewis as practically final,
known
in
one
of
it
the
but
originated
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Wnile only
j
calves
Paid br the Santa
western steers
$3.507.50;
school supplies at Weltmer's.
on
front rooms
the first floor and
n
Send for prices for tanning and lining
Work on Masonic Temple Work Fe under protest, was actually involv-o- when discovered had made such head- $3.756.75; western cows $2.504.25.
Hogs
Receipts 8,000. Market 5
the Masonic Temple at Albuquer- - ed in the case Passed upon, the decis-qu- way that the building was consumed.
furs and hides for rugs and robes
which is to cost $40,000, will he Ioa bears Pn a Protested payments, It was constructed of brick and was higher; bulk $7.80 8.05; heavy $7.80
8.00; packers and butchers $7.85
Mure, years. three stories in height. It contained
Highest prices paid for raw furs ut all kinds
started on the first nf next month and and als0 uPon those
436 Canon Road FRANK F
General
pigs $6.00
mid- The secretary of state's office on flat the class rooms and until the recent 8.10; light $7.608.10;
cornerstone
will
laid
the
be
the
rnona Black 19
Merchandise
7.50.
a
tax
last
the
biennial
but
for
period,
Mexico
New
of
when
the
dle
was
of the new barracks
SANTA FE, N. M.
October,
considerable sum was paid under pro- completion
Market
Sheep
Receipts 6,000.
the main building. The building had
grand lodge will be in session at AlbuMuttons $4.255.25;
test.
lambs
steady.
and
$3,500
querque.
just been remodeled
range wethers $4.005.25.
Cloudiness Predicted The weathworth of new furniture were on the $6.007.50;
range ewes $3.254.75.
er bureau begins to hedge. It pre- GOES INSANE OVER
grounds to be installed. Work of reLOSS
OF
CHILD.
dicts only cloudiness for tonight and
construction will begin at once.
' Proclamation.
tomorrow in place of the daily rain.
Mother
House
Wanders
About
SingExecutive
Office, Santa Fe.
The maximum temperature yesterday
JUDGE MOODY OF
ing While One Son Lies Dead
Whereas, The board of trustees of
was 76 degrees and the minimum 54
SUPREME COURT VERY ILL.
and Other is Dying.
the New Mexico Reform School, loThe relative humidity was
degrees.
in the town of Springer, couneve6
32
o'clock
cent
at
last
only
per
AND
,
Haverhill, Mass.. Sept. 1 With cated
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 1. Maria Ren-terity of Colfax, have informed the unAssocining.
for
secrecy,
many precautions
the mother of Alberto, who ate
Justice William H. Moody, of the dersigned that the said Reform School
Will Be Taken Back to Tularosa
as the result of a shock sustained
died
be fully equipped and prepared
United States supreme court, was re- will
John Tinnell was arrested at Moren-- j
to receive and care for juvenile ofwas nearly drowned in the
when
he
moved in a police ambulance from the
ci, Arizona, and will be taken back
is said to be mentally
on or after the first day of
to Tularosa, Otero county, to answer canal Sunday,
Bradford
railroad station to his home fenders
as
of her loss.
result
the
1909.
October,
deranged
the charge of horse stealing. His
here last night. It is understood that
She wanders about her home singing
Now,
I, George Curry,
therefore,
was
Is
for
Dink
held
He
serious.
condition
his
Tinnell,
brother,
appeared Governor of the
and talking to herself and looking unTerritory of New
the grand jury on the charge of havto
while being moved
be
helpless
der the bed, apparently endeavoring
Mexico, in accordance with the reALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
ing received stolen property. Deputy to rescue her babe from water which from the train to the ambulance.
of section 10," chapter 2, of
Sheriff C. W. White of Lincoln counJudbe Moody's ailment quirements
Although
106 Palace Avenue. Elks' Hall
she imagines is there.
the laws of New Mexico of 1903, do
Telephone 142. Night 151 House
Tinwent
Morenci
to
of
back
a
case
was
to
as
announced
ty
bring
officially
On a little cot her son, Jose, 7
designate and proclaim Octonell.
local physicians hereby
rheumatism and
ber 1, A. D., 1909, as the time from
years old, lies at the point of death who have knowngout,
be
him for years,
It Will Be Too Good to
and after which said New Mexico Reand has suffered several severe hem
38
36 ;.
K
and moving pictures at the Elks orrhages. There is still some hope lieve it to be more serious.
form School shall be ready to receive
unIs
came
here. It
Justice Moody
and care for the
offenders
to opera house for the benefit of the that he will recover, but ne is still
derstood from a sanitarium In New sentenced to said juvenile
Cathedral Cemetery Fund. Friday eve- in a
AND
condition.
reform school by
precarious
Miss Frances
ning, September 3.
In a corner of the room, the coffin York, where he has been for several courts of competent jurisdiction In
CHIMAYO
Hinojos, Mrs. Moulton, Mrs. Hayes which contains the remains of" little weeks following a short stay at Hot the Territory of New Mexico.
A
and Mrs. Flick will sing. A specialty Albert, rests on a rudely constructed Springs, Ark.
Done at the executive office this the
BLANKETS
by Mrs. Baca. Miss G. Morrison will table while candles burn all about it.
28th day of August, A. D., 1909.
recite. Fancy dancing by Inez and Underneath lies the faithful black and MAYOR SWEENEY OF
Witness my hand and the great
EL PASO CALLS ON DIAZ. seal of the
Page Otero. Tickets 50 cents. On tan pug dog that made such a desTerritory of New Mexico.
1.
Mexico City,
sale at the drug stores.
Mayor
Sept.
GEORGE CURRY,
perate attempt to save his little adoptMorrison's Orchestra Tonight To- ed master. He refuses to move and Sweeney of El Paso, Tex., was reBy the Governor:
at
NATHAN JAFFA,
night at' the Elks opera house there it is with difficulty that they can in- ceived yesterday by President Diaz
will be a change of program, the pic- duce him to eat anything, neighbors the palace at Chapultepec. The presiSecretary of New Mexico.
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
ture to be shown, being "A Country being compelled to bring his food to dent, through Ambassador Thompson,
was tendered a formal invitation by
M
Girl's Peril,' "The Curse of Cocaine," him.
the ueople of El Paso to visit that city
"The Diamond
Maker," and "The
GOODS
K Plot That Failed." All are good picto meet President Taft In October and
BIDS WANTED.
HAVE
tures and decidedly interesting. The
The undersigned will receive on he accepted.
All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenirs
8
show is a live one from start to fin- Tuesday evening o'clock, September
AM READY TO SHOW
We will shortly have in a full line of
ish there being no tiresome waits. 7, 1909, sealed bids for the macadam- FOUGHT BLOODY DUEL IN PARIS.
'
A good line in r
:
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
Paris, Sept. 1. Captains Girard and
Morrison's orchestra will be on hand izing or paving that portion of San
, it
and furnish delightful music. Fall in Francisco street, from the crossing Angle of the French army, fought a
line and have a good time.
at the southwest corner of the Plaza fierce duel with swords this morning
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
to the Don Gaspar avenue crossing. under the high revolving wheel near
"
Proprietor.
W
Santa Fe, Aug. 31, 1909. Further information and specifications Champ de Mars, a relic of the former
is
The contest lasted half an
76 degrees may be had from the undersigned. By exposition.
Maximum
temperature
301-30- 3
IW.
MISS
MDGLER.
A.
N,
San Francisco
Santa Fe,
hour and came to an end only when
at 4 p. m. Minimum temperature 54 order of the city council.
'
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
each man was painfully wounded.
m.
D.
3:40
Mean
a.
JOSE
at
Mayor.
SENA,
temperdegrees
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Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

'

,

FOR FIVE CENTS
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